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THE LAST OFFICES.
BY A. C. V.
[Written in memory of Mrs. Lurena Davis, of 
Phillips, who died Dec. 1, 1878.]
We fold the withered hands,
And lay them gently back on the still breast, * 
And say, she is at rest.
Then speak of kindly deeds which she has 
wrought—
Of cheering words those fainting souls be­
sought
When laid on beds of sickness and of pain ; 
And fetjd that now she knows “ to die is gain 
That shat she the crown hath won,
In mansions blest.
We close the faded eyes.
From which the light of life forevermore has 
flown.
And change our tone,
And speculate on scenes they now behold 
As she doth enter on those “streets of gold 
Of husband and of children dear she meets. 
And with such evidence of gladness greets;
Of friends, too, far or near,
That she had known.
We smooth the silvery bands 
Back from the brow which bears such proofs 
of toil and care,
And leave her there.
Then think, with saddened hearts, of those two 
mourning ones
Who, here below, no more may greet a mother 
in their home;
Of her who yet again must drink the cup of 
sorrow,
O, may she, from the Fount of Grace, a need­
ed blessiug borrow:
O, give her strength and faith 
This cross to bear.
We lay the garments by,
Stepping about the house with careful tread, 
For she is dead.
And muse of garments white, and sins for­
given,
Another soul just welcomed back to Heaven. 
Another faithful worker from Earth’s vineyard 
lands,
Bearing the golden sheaves in labor-hardened 
hands.
She hears the word, “ Well done !”
The blessing shed.
We lay the form away,
And give it to its mother earth again 
With sad refrain.
For this is e’er the hard and bitter part.
And sombre falls the shadow of the pall upon 
the heart;
Yet with strong, searching eyes of faith, we 
see,
This mortal hath put on immortality.
And near the great white throne 
We’ll meet again.
[Writen for the Phonograph.
Molly Orcutt.
Bro. Moore:— 1 notice that you of­
ten interest your readers by sketches 
o f  local history, in the P honograph  
which I received last evening, I see a 
notice o f an Indian scare which oc- 
cured in Phillips and Avon in 1812. 
I will give you some historical 
reminiscences o f a veritable Indian 
woman who no doubt saw Phillips 
“ long time ago.”
Molly Orcutt was an Indian woman 
said to have been the last survivor o f 
the Roccomeka tribe whose home was 
at Canton Point on the Androscoggin. 
After the destruction o f the Norridge- 
wock tribe, in 1724, and the defeat 
and overthrow o f the Pequakets at 
Fryeburg, in 1725, the Indians in 
Western Maine became alarmed, and 
the most o f them weut off to Canada. 
A  few however remained, and lingered 
around their ancient homes upon the 
.Saco, Androscoggin and Sandy river. 
Among them were Phillips and Pier- 
pole who were found at Farmington 
Falls by the first explorers o f that 
town in 1776. They were the rem­
nants o f the Indians whose residence 
was at the Falls, where the first set­
tlers found their cemetery, numerous 
domestic utensils, and their abandoned 
corn-fields. Pierpole afterward made 
his home where now is Strong, and 
where the authorities o f Massachu­
setts reserved for him a lot o f laud 
when the grant o f the township was 
made to the original settlers. He 
built the second framed house in that 
town, remaining upon his land until 
1801 when he left, went to Canada, 
and was never heard o f after.
There were several other Indians 
who lingered in northern and western 
Maine after the most of them left. 
Among them was Tomhegan Sabattis, 
Black Susep, Mohawk Susep, Lewey 
Molly Susep and Molly Orcutt.
It is o f Miss Molly Orcutt o f whom 
I now write, who as I have already 
said was a Canton Point Indian. She 
married however Sabattis, a Fryeburg 
Indian, who had been to Canada and 
returned. By him she had three chil­
dren. Sabattis left a wile in Canada 
who after a few years followed him to 
Fryeburg and claimed him for her 
husband. Sabattis directed his two 
wives to decide which should have 
him by a fight in his presence. A c­
cordingly at it the two women went. 
Sabattis hugely enjoying the sport.
alternately encouraging and cheering 
on the one who for the time seemed 
to be the under dog in the tight. At 
last the Canada woman triumphed, 
Molly was vanquished, and gracefully 
yielded her husband and the father of 
her children to the victor. Molly left 
Fryeburg, went to Bethel, where she 
attended Methodist meetings, became 
a convert and used lo speak often in 
their social meetings. She however 
could not fives! herself o f  the idea 
that the ought to confess her sins to 
her priest, and occassionally made 
journeys to Canada for that purpose.
It is probable however that her 
Catholicism was like the religion o f 
some others, rather weak in its influ­
ence. It was said that when her hus­
band died, although he had discarded 
her, yet she went to priest to have 
him prayed through purgatory, and 
paid him a stipulated sum for doing so, 
which she laid on the table. The priest 
finally told her he was* safe through. 
Askiug him if he was “‘sartiu”  of it, 
and as he gave an affirmative reply, 
she takes the money from the table 
and put it in her pocket. On the 
priest threatening her to send him back 
to purgatory if she did not give up the 
money, she said, ‘ 'Oh, never mind, my 
man once out o f bad place will never 
go back,”  and marched off with the 
money.
The life of Molly was full o f inci­
dents which indicated that with the ad­
vantage o f culture and civilization she 
would have been a superior woman.
A  Col. Clark, of Boston, for tnauy 
summers was accustomed to visit the 
upper Androscoggin and (he White 
Mountains, to trade with the Indians 
for furs. Finally Tomhegan,a blood­
thirsty villain,formed Ae plan of mur­
dering Clark and rob him of his prop­
erty. His design becoming known to 
M oll}, she fled with all speed and ap­
prised Clark o f his < hlirer. Clark es­
caped with iiis p r o W j , and sought 
Ijp every means in vGir to rep ay
her for her fidelity—-tJok her to Bos­
ton with him,offered her a home in his 
family for life, but after a residence 
there o f a year,could not be persuaded 
to stop longer. She sighed for the 
old woods o f her childhood, and to die 
among the trees of her youth. Clark 
built her a wigwam atRumford Falls, 
and removed her thither to spend the 
remainder o f her days. She finally 
removed to Andover, Oxford County, 
where she died, being more than a 
century old.
She well remembered Lovewell’s 
fight in 1726. Her funeral was at­
tended by Rev. Mr. Strikland, the 
minister o f that town, and her remains 
repose in the cemetery there.
I have in former days been well ac­
quainted with many persons who knew 
Molly Orcutt well, but so far as I 
know all o f these have gone with her 
to that undiscovered country from 
whose bourn no traveller returns.
Presque Isle Dec. 11th. D. S.
Reminiscences of the Town of 
Weld.
My first recollections of the town o f 
Weld, and the way to that, town, was 
in the days o f  my boyhood, some 
fifty-five years ago, when a bridle­
path or an apparently old road, called 
the Coos road, led up through a part 
o f Wilton into Plantation No. 4, and 
Perkins plantation. This road, after 
it left Wilton, was even in those days 
a poor apology for a road. The 
horse-back rider o f those times had to 
look out for his eyes, the limbs o f the 
trees constantly comiug in contact 
with his face, and if  he escaped with 
a lew scratches and saved his hat he 
was lucky. In passing through what 
I believe is now No. 4 plantation, up 
by Bald mountain and Hill’s pond, 
over Lakin hill, the traveler found it 
“ a hard road to travel.”  I  hope it is 
better now. The inhabitants on that 
road have now hath, a half century 
in which to mend their ways. They 
ought to have made some improve­
ments, and ought to have had help 
from the State. And where is the 
people who lived on that dreary road? 
Are any of the name there yet? 
Some o f the names are fresh in my 
memory ; Eliphlet Hardy, Win Hardy, 
Steven Holland, Platts Carter, Rod­
ney Carter. Hiram Carder. The 
Gardners,the Rangers— many o f them, 
the Dakins— more o f them. Some
\oars later I became acquainted with 
a way to Weld through Carthage, 
winch was a better way, saving the 
Winter hill, going up through Carth­
age we passed by Bowlev’s Mills 
wlieie a Mr. Holman lived and owned 
a. null. He lost a part o f one o f his 
hands by a circular saw. Mr. Hol­
man was a valuable citizen o f  the 
town o f Carthage, and filled many 
offices in the town. The mills at 
this place long since were carried 
awav by waler or burned up— probably 
no vestage of them remain. Probab- 
y nearly all o f  the older inhabitants 
o f  Weld o f the times of which I write 
have passed away. Their sons and 
daughters have taken their places. I 
see in the newspapers o f  the day the 
names of town officers, jurymen, dele­
gates and representatives whom I was 
once acquainted with, some of them in 
schools which I taught in that town. 
In passing up from Carthage, soon 
after arriviug in Weld, we came to a 
small settlement— a village at Holt’s 
Mills. Probably from what we hear, it 
has earned the right to the name o f 
Weld village. Here we used to visit 
in miltiary times with a smart com 
pany of soldiers, all in uniform, from 
Carthage, and sometimes astonish the 
natives with our soldier like appear­
ance and evolutions.
In those times I formed the acquain­
tance of Capt. Mastermau, o f pleas­
ant memory, t I f  he still lives, here is 
our hand. Deacon Holt long since 
passed away. Hiram, o f our ac­
quaintance, while a teacher, is now 
the successful scythe manufacturer at 
East Wilton.
Late improvements ai Weld Village, 
such as the spool factory and other 
manufactories, I must look into.
One o f the successful and wealthy 
farmers of that day, I recollect, was 
Col. New man. I understand his sous 
are now among the foremost men in 
the towu. Some time after leaving 
r happened in to the Il^use oT 
Representatives, at Augusta. £ The 
sitting member from W . was Deacon 
Coding, o f Freesoil memory. Robt. 
Potter, Jr., was contesting his seat. I 
think this was the year o f the demo­
cratic or Wells administration. Of 
course Robert got the seat and the 
deacon had to go home. Probably 
that was the last o f Dea. Coding's ex­
perience as a representative.
On the west side o f the pond ■where 
I spent several winters “ teaching the 
young idea how to shoot,”  I became 
acquainted with many, some o f  whom 
have passed away. Their defend­
ants and probably some new-comers 
now make up the inhabitants. Dea. 
Holt, old M r. Hutchinson, Mr. Snow­
man and others have long sinfee gone. 
Elder Perkins who used to preach to 
us there has doubtless long since gone 
to his reward, some of the boys°aud 
girls o f that day are now, as I under­
stand, the substantial men and women 
o f the town. John and William Rob­
inson, boys at that day, are now the 
representative men o f the town. I 
well recollect a family o f Phinney’s 
in the upper district who fnrnisued 
a number o f bright scholars; the old­
est soon afterwards became a suc­
cessful merchant at Farmington,where 
he died in the prime o f  life. An­
other, a smart little boy o f that time, 
I have just met. He is a resident o f 
the towu o f Phillips, and I should 
judge by his surrouudings, he is 
well to do. Forty years have made 
quite a difference in the boy at 
school and the man now.
Elder Herman Stinson, i f  I mis­
take not, was once a Congregational 
minister in Weld, and afterwards 
became a Free Will Baptist and 
preached in Gardiner for a number 
of years. He was an exemplary 
minister of the gospel and a very 
worthy citizen. He died a few years 
since in the town o f  West Gardi­
ner. ] remember a young man, 
Charles Taft by name. I think he 
married a daughter ot Col. Newman. 
I  understand he is still one o f the 
substantial man o f  the town. O f 
the improvements in town, manufac­
tories, &c., which have sprung up in 
later years, I  cannot knowingly speak ; 
but will defer it until I make some 
personal observations. More anon.
M-------.
Color blindness is one of the fre- 
: quent results o f abuse o f alcohol and
I tobacco.
The Cold Season of 1816.
The cold season was in 1816. The 
frost3 were both late and early, con­
sequently but small crops o f anything 
edible were raised, especially corn 
and grain in the District o f Maine. 
At that time the county was new, 
and the people very poor. We had 
no railroads or steamboats. Our 
bread-stuff mostly came from Virginia, 
particularly corn, which had to be 
seut down the rivers to the ocean and 
then shipped North. Our principle 
place for supply was Hallowed, from 
which place it was trucked back to us 
50 miles, over bad hilly roads, and 
cost two dollars per bushel here. But 
the great trouble was to get money to 
pay for it, so many families suffered 
much for the want o f bread. Notwith­
standing the cold frozen season, there 
were two acres o f good sound corn 
raised in Number Six Plantation, O x­
ford county, now a part o f Phillips, 
Franklin county. This batch o f corn 
was planted near the top o f a moun­
tain, on the south cant, north of the 
Harnden school house, formerly called 
Wiuship school house, by a man by 
the name o f Roberts. He also plant­
ed potatoes, beaus and pumpkins, 
all of which gave a good yield, having 
been planted on a burn, as it was call­
ed. The trees were felled the sum­
mer previous. The uext bpring the 
fire was set, and run over the lot burn­
ing up all small matters, leaving the 
trunks o f trees and the land perfectly 
black. The corn was then planted 
among the logs.
Mr. Roberts, after getting bis plant­
in g  done, was suddenly taken with a 
fever, which carried him aud his fam­
ily all to Ohio. This fever was not 
then called the Western, but the Ohio 
fever, aud it also carried away lots of 
our best citizens. At that time States 
west o f Ohio were not known. In 
1 order to leave, Roberts had to sell his 
I crops ap'd possessions,(but few owned 
die soil ;it that time)to raise funds to 
pay traveling expenses. My father 
was the purchaser of that blessed little 
crop, which was really a God-seud to 
him. I  was a small boy at that date, 
yet large enough to help gather the 
crop and roast and eat ears o f corn. 
While we worked by day, the bears 
worked by night, and they made sad 
havoc among the corn, breaking down 
and, like the bog, wasting more than 
they ate. W e set a log trap, bated 
with a sheep’ s head. Next morning 
bruin bad a foot where it would not 
pull out. W e then had a feast of fat 
things. He was killed, dressed and 
taken to camp. W ith our corn, beans, 
potatoes and pumpkins, we had plen­
ty, so we lived on the fat o f the laud. 
Every body in those days ate bear 
meat and considered it a great feast. 
This bear was worth at that time 
more then a five hundred pound hog 
in these days.
I will give a few of the names o f 
those that were carried off with Rob­
erts, as near as I can recollect;—  
Moses, Henry and Daniel Greely, 
John aud Peter Dudley, Benjaman 
and Josiah Tufts, Joseph aud Thomas 
Whitney, Ephraim and Barton Stev­
ens, John Eastman, Stephen Blanch­
ard, Seth Church and their families. 
The manner o f traveling was very 
different iu that age, for it was long 
before the fast age of steam power was 
dreamed about. They fixed up wag­
ons such as they could get, many 
very poor, rickety ones, with poor 
horses, and their covered wagons— for 
which some even used their scanty 
bed clothes, and were on the road 
many weeks. Now we can easily 
accomplish the route iu two day*. 
The above-named families all went 
from this towu and No. 6. Many 
buildings are now standing that were 
emptied by some o f  those men. Hiram 
French lives in the house built by 
Benjaman T u fts ; D. L. Dennison in 
one built by .Moses G reely , Rufu* 
Bean in the house built by Henry 
Greely ; N. C. Davenport in a house 
built by Josiah T ufts; Stephen Kemp- 
ton has a barn built by Stephen 
Blanchard. The house built by 
Joseph Whitney, was taken down only 
a few years ago by Nathan Beedy, on 
the farm now owned by Mr. Graffam. 
The last house named was the rendez­
vous where we assembled in the In­
dian scare. Seward  D ill .
Phillips. Dec. 10, 1878.
Sm iles.
You who judge by what you see,
Often fail to j udge aright;
Stars are shining solemnly 
In the day as in the night.
All the day they lie concealed 
By the glory of the sun;
But at eve they shine revealed 
in the azure one by one.
So the daylight of a smile 
May but vail the human face,
Hiding, for a little while,
Every care and sorrow’s trace.
Look beneath the outward show. 
Through the sunshine to the night;
And, from what you surely know, 
LOarn to see and judge aright!
— William Winter.
Borrroboola Glia.
A stranger]preacked last Sunday,
And crowds of people came 
To hear a two hours’ sermon 
With a barbarous sounding name. 
’Twas all about some heathen 
Thousands of miles afar,
Who lived in a land ef darkness,
Called Borrroboola Glia.
So well their wants he pictured 
That when the plate was passed 
Each listener felt his pocket,
And goodly sums were cast;
For all must lend a shoulder 
To push the rolling car 
That carried light and comfort 
To Borrroboola Gha.
That night their wants and sorrows 
Lay heavy on my soul,
And in deep meditation 
I took my morning stroll;
Till something caught my mantle 
With eager grasp and wild,
And looking down with wonder 
I saw a little child.
A pale and puny creature 
In dirt and rags forlorn;
What could she want, I questioned, 
Impatient to be gone.
With trembling voice she answered,
“  We live just down the street,
And mamma she’s a-dyin’,
And we’ve nothing left to eat.’
Down in a wretched basement,
With mold upon the walls,
Through whose half-buried windows 
God s sunshine never falls;
Where cold, and want, and hunger 
Crouched near her as she lay,
I found a fellow-creature 
Gasping her life away.
A chair, a broken table,
A bed of dirty straw,
A hearth all dark and fireless—
But these I scarcely saw,
For the mournful sight before me, 
The sad and sickening show—
Oh, never had I pictured 
A scene so full of woe—
The famished and the nakef,,
The babes that pine for bread.
The squaiid group that huddled 
Around the dying bed;
All this distress and sorrow 
Should be in lands afar;
Was I suddenly transplanted 
To Borrroboola Gha ?
Ah, no ! the poor and wretched 
Were close beside my door,
And I had passed them heedless 
A thousand times before.
Alas for the cold and hungry 
That met me every day,
While all my tears were given 
To the suffering far away.
There’s work enough for Christians 
In distant lands, we know;
Onr Lord commands his servants 
Through all the world io go.
Not only to the heathen;
This was his charge to them—
“  Go preach the word, beginning 
First at Jerusalem.”
Oh, Christian, God has promised 
Whoe’er to thee has given 
A cup of pure cold water 
Shall find reward in heaven.
Would you secure the blessing,
You need not seek it far;
<3o, find in yonder hovel—
A Borrroboola Gha.
— Religious Hera
THE TWO ROBERTS.
Surging softly to himself, Robert Ed­
bury rode “  over dale and over down ”  
in the eweet stillness of the July night. 
Hardly a breath o f air was stirring in 
the branches of the trees. Now and 
then an invisible night bird piped a 
solitary note to keep him company, and 
soft waves of light streamed over the 
hills as the queenly moon, well attended 
by her guards, rode indolently down the 
broad highway of heaven. The blue 
dome, looking soft as velvet, was, like 
the fabled uafch of love, strewn thickly 
with the golden kisses of the stars.
As he gained the last hill, whose 
summit gazed on the little watering- 
plaee which was for a few weeks to be 
his destination, he involuntarily drew 
vein and sat eiient a moment, enjoying 
the moonlight scene. On his left an 
old-fashioned brick house reared its 
twisted chimneys aloft, So close was 
he to it that its sharp gables seemed to 
cut the air over iiis head, and only a 
strip of green lawn, bordered by horse- 
chestnut trees, separated him from the 
windows, gleaming in the moonlight,
“  Scepter and crown I ’d fling them down,
If I might”—
Robert Edbury hushed his song when 
he perceived, for the first time, his very 
close proximity to the house and the 
windows.
“  The substantial home of some sub­
stantial farmer,” he said to himself. “  I 
had better move on, or his daughters 
may think I am serenading them.”
Too late 1 Just then a window was 
opened so tly overhead, and a lady’s face 
appeared at it. In the rush of bright 
moonlight Robert caught sight of the 
long ripple of gold-gleaming hair, and 
was sure that the face was lovely. At 
any rate, the voioe was.
“  Robert, dear, is it. you ?”
For half a minute Robert Edbury was 
mute with surprise, and made no answer.
“ It is you, Robert. Why don’t you 
speak ?”
He spoke, then, low, and with hesita­
tion.
“  How do you know it was I ?”
“ Of course I knew it was you.” 
There was a flash of petulance in the 
sweet voice now. “  Who else but you 
could be riding and singing in that ab­
surd w«y at this hour of the night, and 
halting before the house ? Have you a 
cold, Robert ? Your voice sounds dif­
ferent from what it usually does.”
“  Perhaps it is the night air,” answer­
ed Robert, wickedly, and getting his 
wits partially together. “ Or I may 
have cracked it with singing.” But still 
he spoke in the most subdued of tones.
‘ ‘ I  did not expect the pleasure of speak­
ing with you.”
“ The very idea of your coming up on 
horseback at this night hour! You 
know you ought not to be out. Why 
did you do it ? Where are you going ? 
Into Spafield ?”
“  To be sure.”
“  But what for ?”
“ To see a friend.”
“ Who is it ? ” came the quick re­
sponse. “ Not—not Nelly Cameron?” 
—with a shade of jealousy in the tone 
now. “ Are the Camerons receiving 
this evening ?”
“ Not that I know of,”  returned R ob­
ert Edbury, promptly. “ I  swear to 
; you I was not going to see Nelly Cam­
eron. I  have not spoken with a single 
young lady to-day, except yourself.”
“  Poor Robert 1”  and a little laugh 
rippled lightly on the air. “  But do go.
1 You know what yonr health is, and that 
i you have no business to be riding at 
this time of night. You ought to take 
better care of yourself. You will be 
laid up to-morrow ; your voice already 
sounds strange and altered. Good­
night. ”
“  One moment,”  cried Robert Edbury, 
earnestly, as he leaped from his horse, 
j fastened the bridle to the gate, and 
stepped inside beneath the window, 
where gleamed that mysterious, enchant­
ing face. “  W on’t you give me a flow­
er—you can easily reach that clustering 
vine by your casement. Perhaps—per­
haps I shall wish to ask you some time 
to forgive me some great offense. Won’t 
you give me a flower for a token ?”
‘ * How strangely you talk. Of course 
I would give you a flower ; but these are 
only honeysuckles, and you know we 
promised to give each other nothing but 
roses. But stay !”—the pretty voice 
caught itself. “ I  have a bunch of vio­
lets on my table. Would you like 
them ?”  . (
‘ Anything— anything that’ ''comes 
from yonr hand 1”  whispered Robert, 
more sincerely than he always spoke.
The bright face disappeared a moment 
from the window and then returned—a 
white hand gleamed in the moonlight.
‘ ‘ There, take them, and now you must 
go ! Quick ! I  hear some one stirring. 
Suppose it should be mamma I Good­
night, dear Robert. ”
The window was softly closed, and in 
I an instant after Robert was groping for 
| the violets in the wet grass. He found 
them where they fell. But, as they 
were falling, the quick eyes of Robert 
Edbury had discerned something, bright 
as a star, falling too. The small strip 
of grass where he had stood was entirely 
n the shade, hidden from the light by 
the large horse-chestnut trees, and he 
had to grope in the dark for this glitter­
ing thing. An instant’s search revealed 
it to be what he suspected—a lady’s 
bracelet. It was a slender circlet of 
gold, studded with crystal. The quick 
movement had uncJasped it from her 
arm ; and Robert, with a smile, put it 
side by side with the withered bunch of 
violets in Ins pocket as he rode away.
“  Scepter and crown I’d fling them down.’’ 
sang Mr. Edbury as he rode swiftly on 
in the purple dusk of the trees. “ Scep­
ter and crown, if I had them, I ’d fling 
them down for the one bare chance of 
hearing that lovely voice once again.” 
He was alone; there was no one to 
i see him ; and taking the violets out of 
j his pocket he kissed them tenderly. 
It was most absurdly silly of him do it ; 
but who of us does not do silly things 
in the heyday of our youth’s morning ? 
Silly things that we blushjfor afterward, 
perhaps ; just as Robert Edbury blushed 
when putting the violets again quickly 
away.
“  Scepter and crown I ’d fling them down,
If I might”—
But his song got no further than that ; 
it died away in thought.
Passing arm-in-arm down the crowded 
dancing-room of the Spa the next even­
ing, with his friend Norton, Robert 
Edbury’s quick ear was caught by a note 
which at once arrested his attention. 
He had said that he should know that 
divine voice again, hear it wherever or 
whenever he might, and he was not mis­
taken. A certain remonstrance lay in its 
tone ; not to say mischief. *
“ But who could it have been, Robert, 
if it was not you ? It frightens me to 
think of it. It—it was somebody of
jour height and figure. It must have 
been yourself, Robert.”
“  But I tell you it was not, Jessie. I 
should like to know who it was.”
“  He was a gentleman, I  am sure ” — 
with a stress upon the word. “  You 
need not be put out, Robert.”
Robert Edb ury turned and saw close be­
side him, leaning on that other Robert’s 
arm, a young girl surpassingly beautiful. 
Roses mingled with the bright gold of 
her hair, shone in the bosom of her
dress, and a bunch of them was some­
how intertwined with the slender gold 
wrist-chain attached to her fan.
Mr. Edbury caught bis breath, as, 
turning her face, the girl’s soft violet- 
blue eyes rested for a moment unrecog- 
nizingly on his.
“  Who is she ?”  he whispered eagerly 
to his friend. “ How lovely she is ! 
What is her name ? By heaven ! I never 
believed in divine loveliness before ; but 
here it is, pure and rrarieffled. What is 
her name?”
“ It is Miss Chassdane,”  was the an­
swer. She and her mother live at the 
Grove, half a mile out of town.”
“  A farm-house,”  remarked Robert.
“ No, it is not. It looks not unlike 
one. They are people of property. Yes, 
she is very pretty. I ’ll introduce you if 
you like. ”
Half an hour later Robert Edbury was 
bending over the young lady’s hand in 
the pretty secluded gloom of a vine- 
wreathed window. They were as much 
alone as it is possible for one to be in 
the heart of a busy, unheeding crowd. 
The first notes of a Strauss waltz were 
beckoning the dancers, and gay couples 
went laughing, hurrying by.
“  You are not engaged for this valse?” 
said Robert eagerly.
Some remembered cadence of his voice 
struck the young girl’s memory, and, 
forgetting to answer him, she looked at 
him doubtfully, while a rosy blush 
swept over her forehead. She half knew 
him and half did not.
“  Will you let me look at your card ?” 
he pursued, as, with perfect courtesy in 
his voice and manner, he took the bit of 
gilt and enameled pasteboard which she 
had tucked away amid the roses at he 
wrist.
“ I—I half promised this dance to 
Robert,”  she stammered, flinging a 
quick glance over her shoulder into the 
swaying crowd.
“  Then I shall claim it,”  answered the 
other Robeft, with an audacious smile. 
He stooped and picked up a rosebud that 
had fallen, and then held it triumphant­
ly before the flushed and startled face 
by his side.
“ S ee !”  be said, gayly; “  I saved it 
from being crushed under foot. Will I 
you not give it to me ?”
But she reached out her hand impul­
sively. “  I— I never give roses to 
strangers,”  she replied, with a cold, 
frightened, angry air. “ They are Mr. 
Robert Stonor’s roses. Give it back to 
me, if you please. ”
“  My name is Robert, too,”  he said, 
in the same gayly-tender voice, though 
his dark face changed a little at her 
frank confession. “  My name is Robert, 
too, Miss Chassdane. Therefore, may I 
not claim the rose?”
The soft blue eyes, filled with tears, I 
flew up and met his. She knew him 
then. Frightened and ashamed, and 
trembling from head to foot, she rose 
impulsively to her feet. He took a step 
backward, and they stood so, facing 
each other a moment in the gay unheed­
ing crowd.
“  I know tou now,”  gasped Jessie.
“  How da '£*]m speak to me again—you 
are veiy Vi^yaming, sir. I will not bear 
it. Give njs1*. back my flower ana leave 
me.”
“ Nay,”  he said gently, but in the 
tone of a master, “  is there cause for 
anger?” And in a low, reasoning, per­
suasive voice he spoke to her for some 
moments, and the rising spirit was calm­
ed. In spite of herself and against her 
will she was becoming irresistibly at­
tracted to this man.
“  Give me this one waltz, Miss Ghass- 
uane, and then I will give you back your 
rose. It will be a fair exchange. But 
mind what I tell you, as sure as there is 
a heaven above us the day is coming j 
when you will offer me a rose unasked, j 
Come !”
The old rose-red ! flush drifted over ! 
the young girl’s face; his words, and 
more than all, his manner, impressed 
her as he meant they should. He stood, 
with proffered arm, courteously still be­
side her, and, though protesting inward­
ly with all her might that she would not 
dance, she gave him her hand, and in 
another moment they were floating de­
liciously together to the strains of the 
seductive music.
When it was over, Robert led her to 
her seat near some friends ; her mother 
had not gone to the rooms that night. 
She looked very pale. The pretty rose ! 
color had all died out of the sweet round 
cheeks.
“  Are yon faint ? ”  he asked anxiously, j 
bending over her. “ Are you tired ? ! 
Shall I get you some water ? ”
“  No, no ! ”  she cried, shrinking away 
from him. “ Iam  not faint-—but look at j 
Mr. Robert Stonor. I  have offended 
him. He is angry because I danced 
with you. Oh, what shall I  do ? He is 
my cousin, and has ill-health, and he 
must not be excited. ”
Robert Edbury turned, and saw stand­
ing near him that other Robert, who 
threatened to be— or perhaps was—no 
mean rival. His ill-health was evident. 
One hand was pressed to his side as if 
to still some pain there, find on his 
handsome blonde face, which was marked 
by unmistakable traces of confirmed 
sickness, a cloud of jealous anger rested 
heavily.
The eyes of the two mbn met, and 
each knew the other for a rival.
A half smile of scorn, as he looked, 
curled Robert Edbury’s lips. In a case 
like this a man has no pity for the ail­
ments of another. With a grave face, he 
took from his pocket the rosebud and 
laid it in Miss Chassdane’s lap.
“  Here is your rose,”  he said, quietly.
“  I restore it to you at your wish. But 
remember what I  said ; and believe me, 
time will prove me to be no false 
prophet.”
Without waiting for an answer, he 
bowed and disappeared amid the throng 
of dancers, seeking her no more that 
night.
“ Is Miss Chassdane engaged to that 
man ? ”  be questioned of his friend Nor­
ton. . * "
“  I believe there is no positive engage­
ment,” was the reply. Mrs. Chassdane, 
it is said, objects to it.”
“ On what score does she object? 
Money ? ”
“ Ob, no; Stonor has a small, corn 
pact estate close by, and is well off. On 
the score of his uncertain health. Also, 
they are cousins. ”
“  What is it that is the matter with 
h im ?” v
“ Some complication, connected with 
both the lungs and the heart, which, I 
conclude, renders treatment difficult. ”
“  Do you think Miss Chessdane cares 
for him ? ”
“  I don’t think she loves him, Edbury 
—if that’s what you mean. It seems to 
me that she likes him more as a brother. 
When eligible attentions are paid to 
girls, they feel flattered, you know, and 
respond accordingly. Nine out of ten of 
them understood nothing of their own 
feelings, and mistake friendship for 
love. Robert Stonor and Miss Chass­
dane have grown up together — have 
been like brother and sister.”
Frequently they met after that. It 
was an unusually gay season at Spa 
field, and entertainments abounded ac­
cordingly. In the morning drinking 
the water, or making believe to drink it; 
in the afternoon sauntering in the gar­
dens, or on the parade ; in the evening 
at the rooms, or at private parties ; two 
or three times did Mr. Edbury and Miss 
Chassdane meet, and linger together, 
and converse with each other. Robert 
Edburv’s time was his own, and he staid 
on. He could have staid forever. The 
two or three weeks’ sojourn he had in­
tended had more than doubled itself ; 
for he had learned to love her passion­
ately ; and all the world might see it for 
aught he cared. She too, might see it, 
if she chose; but whether she did or 
not, he could not tell, judging from the 
grave and sweet dignity with which she 
met and bore back his eager attentions.
At length there came an evening when 
he was determined to put his fate to the 
test; to go on in this uncertainty was 
worse than torment. They had not 
been much disturbedby Robert Stonor ; 
a paroxysm of his complaint had con­
fined that gentleman to his own home.
And so Robert Edbury went up to the 
old gabled house, before which his horse 
had halted that first night, and sought 
an interview with Miss Chassdane. She 
was quite alone. The long French win­
dow by which she sat was flung wide 
open, and the low red sunlight, stream­
ing in over her, lighted up her fair gold 
hair and the roses in her dress.
“  How beautiful she is !”  he thought! 
as he took her hand in his. “  What if ! 
I  should not win her after a ll! But I 
will make a hard fight for it.”
Jessie looked up inquiringly into his 
face. “ You are very silent,”  she said ; 
and then, catching the earnest look in 
hia eyes, she blushed violently and drew 
away her hand.
“ I love you,”  he passionately broke 
forth in a low tremulous tone, break-1 
ing his emotional silence. “ I have; 
come to you this evening to risk my fate j 
by saying this, to win or to lose all. ' 
Jessie, you must know how I love you ; 
how I have loved you all along, from 
that very first night that I spoke to yon, 
neither of us knowing the other. Will 
you not give me some hope of love in 
return ? Do not send me from you an 
utterly broken and discouraged man ! ”  
Jessie was silent for a moment—one 
long, cruel moment to Robert Edbury 
—then the small, sweet face was turned ; 
to him with gentle dignity. He knew 
his doom beforehand, ere she spoke the 
words.
“ You must know how useless it was 
to speak to me of this,”  she said. “  You 
knew—surely, you must have known— 
that I was engaged to my cousin, Rob • 
ert Stonor.”
“  Engaged to him ? ”
“ Yes. We are engaged.”
Neither spoke for a time The scent 
of the flowers, blooming in the lonely 
grounds on th’ S side of the house, away : 
from the dusty and busy highway, 
seemed to mock them with its sweetness; j 
the clustering shrubs and trees waved : 
gently in the summer evening breeze.
He could not speak at once; the sense 1 
of his bitter loss was too great. The 1 
setting pun streamed in upon him, 
lighting np his distressed face. It 
seemed to him that the great old-fash­
ioned clock in the hail ticked out the 
jeering words:
“  L ost! Lost I 1 Lost 1 ! ! ”
“  Engaged !”  he said, at length, with 
a long-drawn breath. “ I did not know 
it. But engagements, where no love is, 
have been broken many times before 
now !”
“ H ush!”  cried Jessie. “ Do not 
speak like that again. It would kill 
h im ! You do not know what you are 
saying.”
“  Kill him !”
“ If h« heard it, I meant. He says 
he trusts me.”
“  And you are sacrificing yourself far 
him !—for a fancy ! Hear the truth, 
Jessie. You care not for Mr. Stonor, 
exoept as a cousin or a brother. Ex­
amine your own heart, and it will tell 
you that you do not. Yon care for me. 
You love me. Many a half word, a 
half look has betrayed it to me. Yes, i 
my darling, it is "Robert Edbury you ; 
have learned to love, not Robert Stonor. i 
Yonr blushes, my love, are betraying 1 
it now. Yon ;
“  What was that ?” shrieked Jessie. j 
A low, smothered sound, half groan, 
half cry, came in from the open window.
It was so full of pain that a man would 
not care to hear it twice in a lifetime. 
Before either could rush out Robert 
Stonor stood in the opening.
It was a figure never to be forgotten. 
His handsome face was distorted with 
either pain or anger ; his lips trembled; 
his left hand was pressed, with the old 
familiar gesture, upou his heart.
“ False, false that you are!”  broke 
at length from his bloodless lips, as he 
seized Jessie with his right hand. “ You
told me that you did not care for R ob­
ert Edbury ! You told me ” —
A pause, a stagger ; and with a fright­
ful shiver he fell on the carpet. Robert 
Edbury broke the fall partially, but he 
was not quick enough to quite save him 
from it. Jessie flew from the room for- 
assistance.
“ Robert Stonor here !” cried the be­
wildered Mrs. Chassdane. “  I thought 
he was confined to his chamber at 
home.”
He had been confined to his chamber: 
but, alas, he had crept out of it ,that 
evening, and come up to the house to* 
see Jessie. With the fond hope of sur­
prising her in the usual eveuing-room, 
he had gone round the shrubbery, in­
tending to enter by the window, and had 
heard all.
On the floor, there as he lay, his head 
raised on a cushion by the hands of 
Robert Edbury, he died. The medical 
men said ho could not, in any case, have 
lived many months, if weeks, but that 
the agitation had killed him.
It was many long days after that, 
when she had risen from the 3ick bed to 
which this shock of sudden deatli had 
brought her, that Robert Edbury came 
to say farewell to Miss Chassdane.
The interview was brief, studiedly 
brief, for, with the shadow of that dead 
man lying between them, Bpeech was 
difficult to both.
“  Good-bye,”  she cried, reaching out 
to him an attenuated hand. “ I hope 
you may find happiness and peace !”
“ But we shall meet again,”  cried 
Robert, eagerly. ‘ ‘ Surely — surely—
some time in the future I  may come to 
you .”
“  Hush !”  she cried, the tears rolling 
piteously down her cheeka, “ You 
must not speak of that. Robert’s 
shadow would always come between us, 
as be fell there on the floor. We killed 
him ! We killed him !” and she wrung 
her pale hands together in strong ex 
citement.
“  Stop 1”  said Robert Edbury, quite 
sternly, “ You are taking an altogether 
mistaken view of the truth. Ask your 
mother; ask any one. But you are weak 
and ill yet, Jessie, and the time has not 
come for me to insist on this. Let us 
think of him, poor fellow, as one who 
must, if he had lived, have suffered 
much, and who has mercifully found 
peace in the rest of death. ”
He stood for a moment looking with a 
fond longing into the small, sweet face, 
from which the summer roses had fled 
with grudging haste. Then taking from 
his pocket a fragile gold and crystal 
circlet he held it out to her. It was the 
bracelet she lost that first night of theii 
meeting.
“ I  found it under the window that 
night with the violets,”  he said. “  It 
fell from your arm. W ill you take it 
back now ?”
A faint lovely tinge of red flickered 
into her cheeks once more.
“ N o !”  she answered, looking into 
his dark face with tender, gentle wist­
fulness; “  I—I don’t want to recall that 
night, or anything connected with it. 
You may keep it if you like.-
So he kissed her hand and aaid fare­
well. But he left a whisper behind him.
“  When the roses bloom again, re­
member me.”
A year went by, and no message 
came. The second year he said to him­
self, “ Surely she will send for me 
now !”  But May and June crept by, 
and July came; but not one word came 
from Jessie Chassdane. He was grow­
ing sick with a wild and helpless de­
spair, for he felt how worse than useless 
it would be to go, uncalled, when one 
day a letter came fluttering like a white 
bird to his heart:
“  The roses are in bloom, and there is 
one for you !”
What a Wofnan’ s Glove Holds.
A woman’s glove is to her what his 
vest pocket is to a man. But it is more 
capacious, and in ninety-nine instances 
out of one hundred it is much better 
regulated. A man will carry two dol­
lars’ worth of small change, four match­
es, half a dozen tooth-picks, a short pen 
oil and a pack of business cards in his 
vest pocket and yet never be able to find 
a nickel or a match or a tooth-pick or a 
pencil or a card, when he wants it. Not 
so with a womau. She has the least bit 
of a glove, and in that glove 3he carries 
the tiniest little hand and a wad of bills 
and memoranda for her intended pur­
chases and dress goods samples and car 
tickets and maybe a diminutive powder 
rag. We have no idea how Bhe. does it 
—how she manages to squeeik* those 
thousand and one things into that wee 
space. But she does it every tiine, and 
the glove never looks the least bit dis­
composed or plethoric or rnffied. And 
when the woman wants any article con­
cealed about that glove she doesn’t 
seem to have the least tronbre in the 
world getting at it. All that is reqnired 
is a simple turn of the wrist, the mo­
mentary disappearance of two fairy fin­
gers and the desired article is brought 
to light. It is a wonder that no savant 
can explain !—At. Louis Jou -nol,
Snow and Clear Skies.
It is a familiar fact to inhabitants in 
Alpine districts that avalanches rarely 
fall while the sky remains covered", 
whereas they fall rapidly and in great 
number, especially in the morning, wheu 
the heavens are clear. On this account 
the monks of the great St. Bernard do 
not leave the convent in the latter case. 
M. Dufonr attributes this more frequent 
fall of avalanches to the lowering of 
temperature wheu the sky is clear, 
especially before sunrise. The small 
filaments of ice which retain the snow 
on the sides of the mountain then con­
tract and break and the snow begins to 
slide, carrying down other portions be­
low. It is known that very slight dis­
turbances, the flight of a bird, a few 
words in a deep voice, ate., suffice to 
bring down avalanches.
FOR THE FAIR SEX.
H o u se w o r k .
Washing, mopping, baking, churning;
Next day ironing must be done.
And the busy housewife fin doth 
Little rest till set of sun.
Then the knitting and the sewiug 
With the buttonholes to make;
Oh, the patching and the darning, 
How they make our fingers ache. 
But of all the varied duties 
That we busy housewives find,
1 do think that washing dishes 
Is the most provoking kind.
Why, the times they must be handled, 
O’er and o’er, day after day,
Vlmost makes one wish the china 
Were in bits for children’s play. 
Now, don’t tell me I am wicked—
I know that as well as you ;
But somehow, when I am weary, 
Dishes make me feel so blue.
And the only cure I ’ve found yet 
Is a paper or a book,
When my family are settled 
Each in his own cosy nook.
I know well that very many
Have obtained the needed grace; 
With a patient, cheerful spirit,
All life’s petty ills to face.
Oh, that I were of that number !
Then, with heart for any fate,
I might, with cheerful spirit,
“  Learn to labor and to wait.”
N e w  Y o r k  F a sh io n s  in F u r s .
The fashionable furs of the season are 
seal, beaver, otter, chinchilla and mink 
—seal and otter . leading the list. Un­
doubtedly the richest-looking fur that is 
worn is sealskin, hence its continued 
popularity over all otlieio. The beauty 
of sealskin consists in the density of its 
fur, and its dark, rich color. For fine­
ness of fleece and depth of color the 
Shetland sealskins are chosen, but these 
are very scarce and very high-priced. 
The strong Alaska skins, with thick, 
warm pelt, are preferred for garments 
that are to be subjected to hard service, 
as they are more durable. Well-made 
seal sacques have the pile of the fleece 
turned upward, as it theu naturally falls 
backward and opens slightly, thus show- 
' ng the depth and thickness of the pile 
effectively, and giving a darker look; 
for this reason, when stroking the fur 
with the hand the strokes should pass 
upward, as down strokes make the fur 
too smooth and glossy. Sacques that 
have the fewest seams are commended, 
as the pile is apt to wear off in the 
seams.
New seal sacques are made slightly 
longer, and now the favorite length is 
from thirty-five to thirty-eight inches; 
individual height has, of course, a mod­
ifying influence. Double-breasted fronts 
.are stylish, and may fold over straight 
from the throat down, or else be turned 
back en fevers like a gentleman’s coat 
The collar is broader than that of last 
year. Coat sleeves without cuffs are 
preferred, as cuffs are thick and clumsy
a b o u t  t h e  wrioio. Tr» way /-if fauf.Af
ing, passementerie and links of fur are 
both used. Occasionally seal sacques 
are found reaching almost to the wear­
er’s feet, but, although very handsome, 
they are exceptional rather than in ac­
cordance with the general style, and 
from their great warmth better adapted 
to a colder climate than that of New 
York. There is a fact connected with 
sealskin that ladies would do well to 
remember. After it has been exposed 
to rain or snow it should not be left 
damp, but should immediately be well 
shaken and spread out to dry in a room 
where there is no artificial heat; i 
brought in contact with the heat of a 
fire while wet the fleece will be matted 
together and defaced.
A great advantage that fur has over 
every other fabric is that it is so very 
and so universally becoming. Its depth 
and softness lend a charm to a fair com­
plexion greater than that imparted by 
dark velvet. A princess dress exhibited 
at the Paris exposition was made almost 
entirely of the darkest and finest seal 
fur, opening on a plaited train of mag­
nificent black .faille. The opening was 
tied with knots of ribbon, the tablier 
was of plaited faille, and extended to 
the bodice, forming a plastron.
Silk circulars and dolmans are ex­
ceedingly fashionable, and the majority 
of these wraps are lined with squirrei- 
lock fur, but exclusive styles show ele­
gant and expensive linings of ermine, 
sable or chinchilla. A very rich gar­
ment is lined with chinchilla and 
trimmed with the same. A very hand­
some dolman has deep, wide sleeves, 
and its length is forty-eight inches— 
long enough for distinction, but not to 
conceal the trimming upon the bottom 
of tbe dress or to be felt as a burden. 
It is made of thick black silk, lined with 
squirrel and bordered with beaver, 
pointed with the white hairs, which are 
set in with the needle and form a charm­
ing addition to a deep, dark fur. This 
trimming is five inches in depth, and 
imparts to the garment a most elegant 
appearance, which is heightened by the 
thorough and harmonious design of the 
fastenings.
A very popular garment, of French 
design, is a eacque cloak of medium 
length, with short side forms somewhat 
in coat shape; the front lays on the left 
side, and the collar is shawl shaped. 
This is very handsome made of black 
satin, lined with squirrel fur and bor­
dered with beaver.
Sealskin hats and bonnets, the latter 
trimmed with ostrich tips, are very 
dressy. One of the most fashionable 
shapes worn is the countess, a large hat 
with raised brim and of dashing de­
sign. It is trimmed with a long, full 
brown ostrich feather placed across the 
front and around the crown, the stem 
concealed by a bird, made of seal fur. 
The turban, the Brighton and the prin­
cess are other shapes, the latter being 
in the style of the English walking hat 
and is trimmed with an ostrich feather. 
— Herald.
Romance of Bismarck’ s Daughter.
On the conclusion of their honeymoon 
the bride and bridegroom will join the 
chancellor and his family at Varzin, 
where a family gathering is contem­
plated about Christmas time. Separa­
tion from his daught< r is said to have 
been very painf ul to Prince Bismarck, 
who is devotedly attached to this, his 
favorite child. She had been his faith­
ful companion for many years' While 
her brothers were at the university 
or in the army she rarely left him. 
In former years, when Prince Bismarck 
paa still a passionate horseman, she 
often accompanied him for hours in liis 
rides over the plains and through the 
woods of Varzin. Owing to the attach­
ment existing between the father and 
his daughter many doubted whether she 
would ever marry. These suppositions 
were not groundless, for she was no 
longer young when she contracted her 
first betrothal with Count Wend von Eu- 
lenburg, a young nobleman of eminent 
capacities, who had won her heart dur­
ing his stay at Varzin as an attache on 
the chancellor’s staff. This engagement 
was a very happy one. The day of 
marriage had been fixed and the invita­
tions were on the point of being issued, 
when suddenly the bridegroom was at­
tacked by a severe illness, which, not­
withstanding the greatest care and at­
tention, terminated fatally. At his (the 
the young count’s) burial, the Iron Chan­
cellor was so moved that he wept bitter­
ly. On the expiration of the time of 
mourning many youths of noble birth 
aspired to the hand of Prince Bismarck’s 
only daughter. She refused, however, 
the most tempting offers, until, moved 
perhaps by the entreaties of her family, 
she finally admitted the attentions of 
Count Rantzau, whom she had known 
when a child. Some pretend that he 
was smitten by her charms even in their 
earliest youth, when he, as a boy at the 
gymnasium, waited for the yonng 
countess, then a little damsel, to carry 
her b,ooks from school. Count Rantzau 
a descendant of an ancient, noble, but 
not very wealthy family, was, after an 
honorable termination of his university 
course, for some time an officer in the 
Third regiment of the Prussian Uhlans 
of the guards. He subsequently changed 
his profession and entered on the diplo­
matic career. On account of his great 
talents and general accomplishments, he 
attracted the attention of Prince Bis­
marck, who. not only attached him to the 
foreign office, but often invited him to 
his house. During the congress the 
count acted as one of its secretaries, a 
distinction which gave rise at the time 
to some envious reports. As Count 
Rantzau is in posser^ion of a yearly in­
come of only about 3,000 thalers, a sum 
certainly inadequate to maintain a house­
hold worthy of the daughter of Ger­
many’s leading statesman, a handsome 
dowry, asserted by some to bo 500,000 
thalers, was bestowed by the chancellor 
on the young couple.
CARPETS.
W h e r e  T h e y  d o m e  F r o m , W h o  |J»e T h em , 
and H o w  M a d e .
Carpets come from the East, says an 
American paper, and their manufacture 
dates far back into antiquity. The 
Babylonians made them; they form­
ed a noted branch of manufacture in 
Turkey and Persia before they were 
known in England. They belong to 
that Oriental luxuriousness of taste 5 
which was the exact opposite of the 
Saxon. The Mohammedan who prostrates 
himself many times a day upon the 
ground found it convenient to have 
something on which to kneel and which 
he could easily carry with him, while a 
like habit of sitting cross-legged upon 
the floor made the same material first a 
comfort, then an ornament to his house. 
To these uses we may probably trace 
the custom in all Oriental countries, 
copied largely by France, of having car­
pets in one piece and then to only par­
tially cover the floor, or of the use of 
rugs merely before the principal pieces 
of furniture. It is only in America, 
England and Germany at the present 
day that carpets are universally used 
covering the entire floor, and where the 
plan of waxing floors, as in France, is 
almost entirely unknown. Those who 
have painfully walked through some of 
the palaces of Europe, shuffling along in 
felt slippers, or endeavoring to stand 
upright without them, realize the com­
forts of a well covered floor, as well as 
the great addition to the beauty of a well- 
furnished house.
It is somewhat singular that the Eng­
lish should have been so late as they 
were in discovering the utility of car­
pets, for while they did not need them 
for the act of worship, the climate would 
naturally suggest such an addition to
can be had as low as the home-made 
“  rag ” carpet, and the Brussels as low 
as the ingrains were formerly, while in 
the latter there is hardly an end to the 
patterns that may be produced.
The largest concern in America runs 
700 looms, and employs thousands of 
hands. There is a different form or 
manner of mechanism employed for 
every carpet, from the methodical East- 
lake to the elaborate Queen Anne. 
Wonderful effects are produced in 
tapestry.
Diphtheria and its Treatment.
Diphtheria is a disease which 
springs from the growth of a real 
fungus on some of the mucous sur­
faces of the system, more gener­
ally of the throat. It may be 
spread by contact of the mucous sur­
faces of a diseased with those of a 
healthy person, as in kissing, and is to 
a limited* degree epidemic. From the 
local parts affected it spreads to the 
whole body, affecting the muscular and 
nervous systems, vitiating the lymph 
and nutrient fluids, and producing paral­
ysis. As soon as the bacterium or 
fungus appears in white patches on the 
throat, it should no more be neglected 
than a bleeding gash or a broken arm, 
and there is almost as little need of a 
fatal termination of one incident as of 
the other. It has been found bv.actual 
experiment, both in and out of 'the hu­
man system, that this bacterium is killed 
by several drugs, the safest and most 
certain of which is chlorine water, 
diluted with the addition of from two to 
four times the volume of water. This 
wash is harmless, even when swallowed, 
and pretty certain to arrest the disease. 
The great cyclopedia of Ziemessen on 
the practice of medicine gives the high- 
- est place to this method of treatment,
warmth. Yet we learn from history To keep the patient well housed and
He Wot the Pass
There are those who are constitution­
ally opposed to granting favors to their 
fellow-beings—an uncomfortable class, 
who deserve no consideration from any 
one. Then there are those who are con­
tinually thrusting their favors upon 
others—a class almost as uncomfortable 
to get along with, especially as the re­
cipient of their attentions is invariably 
left under a sense of obligation. But 
there is a class of favors which may be 
accepted without any such feeling, since 
they cost the giver nothing, either* in 
time or money, yet are invaluable to the 
recipient. A poor fellow who had been 
badly injured in a railroad accident out 
West “ drew the line”  admirably. He 
was a brakeman, and had been hurt in 
the discharge of his duty. His home 
was in the East, and the road which he 
had served passed him to the terminus 
of its line. The next did the same, and 
also the next ; but at last he came to a 
superintendent who hesitated. The poor 
fellow pleaded his case. He was a rail­
road man. He had been hurt at his 
post. He had been passed by all the 
other roads. “ All very well,”  said the 
superintendent; “ but I  can’t see my 
way clear to give you a pass. If you 
were working for a farmer, and were to 
get hurt in his employ, would you ex­
pect another farmer to get out his team 
and take you to the next town ?”  “  No,
sir,”  said the brakeman ; “ not that ex­
actly, but if he was hitched up and go­
ing' my way, I  should think ho was 
mighty mean if he wouldn’t give me a 
ride.”  Ho got the pass.
The United States Army.
The annual report of the commanding 
general of the United States army, 
shows that there are 7,829 enlisted men 
in the ten regiments of cavalry in the 
army, 2,630 men in the five regiments of 
artillery, and 11,205 in the twenty- 
five regiments of infantry, making a 
total of 21,661. Besides these there are 
in the engineer batallion 190 ; permanent 
and recruiting parties, music, boys and 
recruits in depots, 1,121; enlisted men 
detached on general service, 372 ; ord­
nance department, 344 ; West Point de­
tachments, 190 ; prison guard, seventy-, 
oue ; hospital stewards, 188 ; ordnance 
sergeants, 114 ; commissary sergeants,
348 and Indian scouts, 340, a total of 
1097, making the whole number of en­
listed men in the army, 27,761.
General Sherman’s report concludes 
as follow s: In conclusion I beg to 
state that from personal inspections and 
from official reports, I am sure the army 
is well and economically supplied. Its 
discipline and instruction are as good as 
could be expected from its scattered 
condition, and from the vast amount of 
labor necessarily imposed on i t ; that it 
has met promptly and cheerfully every 
call of duty and of hardship ; it has ac­
complished an amount of work which, 
as General Sheridan has well sa.nl, “ No 
other nation in the world;, would hay<| _ _ _  
attempted with less than sjtxty thousand 
or seventy thousand men,
that as late as the reigns of Queens 
Mary and Elizabeth rushes were used, 
even in the palaces, though carpets had 
been imported to some extent from the 
East. Shakspeare occasionally refers 
to them, and Bacon, who was contempo­
rary with him, describes a reception 
thus : “  Against the wall, in the middle
of the half-pace, is a chair placed before 
him with a table and a carpet before 
i t ;” from which it will be seen that the 
first carpets in use then were the same 
as we find in the East now, mere squares 
or rugs. At that day they were consid­
ered as luxuries, and for common daily 
use the English adhered as tenaciously 
to their straw and rushes as they do now 
to their roast beef and ale.
Not much is known of the earliest 
Eastern fabrics, but as these nations 
change but slowly it is safe to assume 
that the first carpets were thin tapes­
tries, made by hand, as they are made 
at the present day. The process of fast 
ening tufts of woolen into h warp with 
the fingers was exceedingly slow and 
tedious, but this is of small account in 
countries where labor is of so little 
value. The same process in France at
lik& em Yd) r & to 'iM r tm
rarely, if ever, come into the market, 
but are reserved for royalty. Many 
years are sometimes occupied in pro­
ducing some of the more ornate pieces. 
Portraits and pictures of birds, animals 
and flowers are accurately and beauti­
fully reproduced, and what is more won­
derful is, that the artist does his work 
with the back of the tapestry toward 
him. He can only see what he has ac­
complished by going round to inspect 
it when he stops for dinner or leaves at 
night.
From this tapestry has sprung un­
doubtedly all our modem carpets. 
When the manufacture was taken up in 
E n g ird , devices were employed to mul­
tiply the fabrics and to cheapen them. 
This led to hand-loom* and subsequently 
to machinery and the use of power. 
Good imitations of Turkish carpets were 
made at Axminster, and were called 
after the name of the town. Few people 
have any idea of the process of manu­
facture. It is one of the few remaining 
branches of Turkish industry.
The methods of work in the ancient 
towns of Oushak, Honla and Ghoirdofs 
are of the simplest and rudest descrip­
tion. A vertical frame supports two 
horizontal rollers about five feet apart. 
The warp, of any required length, con­
sisting of an upper and lower thread, is 
wound around the upper roller and the 
ends fastened to the lower one by the 
girls, who sit cross-legged in a row be­
fore the frame. Each workwoman has a 
certain width allotted to her, and pro­
ceeds to knot the tufts which form the 
pile in rows, using different colors to 
form the pattern. The tying of the tufts 
and the picking out of the various color­
ed wools, which hang in balls over the 
frame, is carried on with surprising 
rapidity, the pattern being worked 
solely from memory. Yet with the aid of 
the rude frame, a pair of shears and 
comb, the workers contrive to produoe 
the most harmoniously colored and cer­
tainly the most durable carpets in the 
trade. European taste has done much 
to foster this manufacture, but has 
never been able to improve it. A live­
lier class of goods is produced to meet 
the American demand than those used 
by transatlantic purchasers.
It would be interesting to follow tbe 
growth of this manufacture, and to de­
scribe the machinery by which it is pro­
duced, but that is impossible here. It 
is only fair to say, however, that no 
country has made more rapid strides 
than this branch of manufacture.
More has been accomplished in one 
hundred years than in all the centuries 
preceding. Public taste, united to a 
desire to economize, has led to an im­
mense production of ingrains, three- 
plys and Brussels, and this demand has 
stimulated the inventive genius of tbe 
weavers and artists, until, in colors, 
designs and quality of frbric, there is 
n°thjw«Hft to- desire. It is a perfect 
w ^ a g f o w  good* unuingj such qt^iiues 
of substariUahw€^Jp«t^be 
/;n; ,
warm, with additional flannel clothing 
if necessary, and to keep the system 
well nourished and the bowels open 
are matters of nursing often neglected ; 
but, with care in these respects and 
early application of the remedies above 
suggested, there is no need of the dis­
ease proceeding to a fatal termination, 
o i even to the debilitating illness and 
painful cauterizations which go together 
in its later stages. As to the origin of 
diphtheria, the weight of testimony is 
that it belongs to the class of filth dis- 
eases, but further than that its source 
is not clear. Families which would be 
scandalized at the suggestion of untidi­
ness are attacked, while others of filthy 
surroundings escape. This simply shows 
that our sense of cleanliness needs cul­
tivation, so that we may discriminate 
between what is offensive to the system 
and what offensive to our falsely-edu­
cated tastes. The farmer’s wife, to whom 
the closed and carefully-dusted parlor 
or the preternaturally scrubbed floor 
are the essentials of neatness, may en­
dure the proximity of a sour swamp or 
of the kitchen cesspool for years with­
out taking offense. To many a careful
cobwebVritlie cbiYcTrb^^acteriHance
few hours’ play will outrank in heinous­
ness a defective drain for the cellar or a 
badly conducted privy.—Springfield 
Republican.
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Carrying Out His Contract.
The Boston Transcript recalls an in­
cident which happened in Boston with­
in a few years. A young fellow, fresh 
as a daisy and full of enthusiasm for 
work, was employed by a then well- 
known firm in the dry goods business. 
The contract was a simple one, but it 
was a contract. On his part the youth 
was to give his services and do what he 
was told. Tbe firm was to pay him $100 
for the first year’s work and teach him 
tbe business.' The money consideration 
was insignificant; the knowledge of the 
business was what the youth was after. 
He was put down the cellar, kept open­
ing and nailing up boxes, running er­
rands and sweeping the store; in a word, 
he was made to do a porter’s work, and 
his employers no doubt chuckled at the 
thought they were getting for two dol­
lars a week work that was well worth 
fifteen dollars. But like a sensible fel­
low, the youth said nothing until the 
time was up. On the morning of the 
first anniversary of his coming to the 
store he was on hand early, and, when 
the senior partner came in, respectfully 
asked to be allowed to see him in the 
counting-room on business.
The man of business acceded to the 
request, and the two entered the back 
office. “ A year ago to-day,”  said the 
youth, closing the door, “ I  entered 
your service and agreed to give you my 
time and work. Have I  done it to your 
satisfaction ? ”  “  Entirely so,”  said the
merchant, “  and I  am willing to increase 
yOUr”_  “ Excuse me,”  said the youth, 
“ I have more to say. You agreed to 
pay me $100, and yon have done it. You 
also agreed to teach me the business, 
and you have deliberately and knowing­
ly broken your promise. I know nothing 
about the dry goods business, and it is 
your fault. You have robbed me of a 
year’s time. What do you propose to do 
about i t ? ” The merchant looked at 
the “ boy,” but he did not flinch. He 
had right on his side, and his employer 
knew it. He, the man who prided him­
self that his word was as good as his 
bond, had been accused by a beardless 
boy of having failed to keep his agree­
ment, and knew that the charge was 
true. He said nothing. “ What I want,” 
said the boy, “  is an extra $100 as an in­
crease.”  “  You shall have it,”  said the 
merchant. “ And besides that,” con­
tinued the youth, “ I  want $200 addi­
tional to partly make good your broken 
promise.”
Again the merchant looked in his eye, 
but got no comfort. “ W ell,”  he said, 
“ it’s a good deal to pay a boy the sec­
ond year, but I will see about it,” and 
he did “  see ab*ut it,” for the next morn­
ing the “  boy ’’ was a salesman on a ‘ ~
salary.
How to Be a Gentleman.
Do not betray the confidence of any
one.
Never laugh at the misfortunes of
others.
Never give a promise that you do 
not intend to fulfill.
Never give a present, hoping for one 
in return.
Never fail to be pnnctual at the time 
appointed.
Never make yourself the hero of your
own story.
Never pick the teeth or clean the nails 
in company.
Never fail to give a polite answer to a 
civil question.
Never question a servant or child 
about family matters.
Never present a gift, saying that it is 
of no use to yourself.
Never read letters wliich you may find
addressed to others.
Never call attention to the features or 
form of any one present.
Never refer to a gift yon have made 
or a favor you have rendered.
Never associate with bad company. 
Have good company, or none.
Never appear to notice a scar, deform­
ity or defect of any one present.
Never look over the shoulder of 
another who is reading or writing.
Never call a new acquaintance by the 
first name, unless requested to do so.
Never answer questions, iu general 
company, that have been put to others.
Never pass between two persons who 
are talking together, without an apology.
Never lend an article you have bor­
rowed, unless you have permission to 
do so.
Never enter the room noisily; never 
fail to close the door after you, and never 
slam it.
you '%etr § aildoieUAho iib... Tf trnth fub
punishment if you deceive.
Never enter a room filled with people 
without a slight bow to the general 
companyjwhen first entering.
Never fail to answer an invitationa 
either personally or by letter, within a 
week after the invitation is received.
Never accopt of favors or hospitalities 
without rendering an exchange of civili­
ties when opportunity offers.
Never borrow money and neglect to 
pay. If you do yon will soon be known 
as a person of no business integrity. ‘ 
Never cross the leg or put one foot 
over the other in the street car or places 
where it will trouble others when passing
by.
Never refuse to receive an apology. 
You may not receive friendship, but 
courtesy will require, when an apology 
is offered, that you accept it.
Never examine the cards in the card- 
basket. While they may be exposed in 
the drawing-room, you are not expected 
to turn them over unless invited to do so.
Never, when walking arm in arm with 
a young lady, be continually changing 
and going round to the other side, be­
cause of change of comers. It shows 
too much attention to form.
Commerce in the Arctic Seas,
There is one hardy navigator who 
pursues a laudable ambition to explore 
the Arctic regions in the way in which 
all the early discoveries were made in 
other seas— by commercial ventures. 
This is Captain Wiggins. In 1877 he 
made a voyage to the Kara sea, the 
gulf of Obi and the mouth of the Yeni- 
seiriver, on the Arctic ooast of Siberia. 
His report of his experience there and 
the inferences drawn were that voyages 
could be made along that coast in sum­
mer all the way from the Northern 
ocean to the Pacific, and that they 
might be made commercially important 
An effort was made to interest the 
British admiralty in the subject and to 
induce the government to defray the 
expense of an exploration that would 
ultimately, it was held, develop a great 
trade in wheat. But the government 
would not undertake it. In the last 
summer Captain Wiggins repeated his 
voyage, and carried a cargo from Liver­
pool to the mouth of the Obi and return­
ed with another of the products of the 
country. He made in that Arctic bay 
the singular discovery that a commerce 
more or less irregular now actually ex­
ists between the Siberian rivers and 
Hamburg. '
Western swindlers happen into sa­
loons, make bets on future events and 
give the stakes to the landlords to hold ; 
then, a few days later, happen back, 
and agreeing to draw the bet, obtain 
good money from the saloon-keeper, 
their base oonterfeits having meanwhile 
been mixed up with his cash,
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CHURCH DIRECTORY .
P H IL L IP S .
Methodist—Rev. E. W. Simons, Pastor. Ser­
vices every two weeks. Next service, Dec. 22. 
Sabbath School at noon,every Sunday.
Services at West Phillips, once in four weeks. 
Next service, Dec. 13.
Unioersalbtt— Rev. O. H. Johnson, Pastor; 
services at Union Church every four weeks. 
Next service, Sunday, 22d. Sabbath School 
each week, at 2,SO P, M.
£*?“  Friends from abroad cordiallyinvited.
IVee ’ U*tM f l r t p f Ke v .  Edward Toothaker, 
Pastor; services in Union Church every two 
weeks. Next service Deo. 15. Sabbath 
School at noon, each Sabbath.
STRO N G .
Mtlhoilist— Rev. George L. Burbank, Pastor; 
services every Sabbath, a . m. and p. m. Prayer 
meeting Sabbat li evening at 7 o’clock. Sab­
bath school at. 12 o'clock, m.
CongregatUmalist—Rev. J. L Pratt, Pastor. 
Services every Sabbath. Bible services at 11 
a . m . Sermon at 1 p. m. Sabbath school at 
noon each Sabbath. Prayer meeting at 6 o'­
clock p. m. Conference meeting Thursday 
evening, at 7 o ’clock.
W E L D .
Free. Baptist —C. W. Purington. Pastor.— 
Preaching everv other Sabbath at 10 15. Nexi 
service Dec. 23d. Sunday School at 12 o’clock. 
Prayer and social meeting at 6.JO P. M. Bible 
reading every Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.— 
Teachers’ meeting every Friday evening at 7 
o'clock.
Christans Pre33nts.
In looking over the great assort­
ment of goods in store, in our own 
village, svc can sec little nee 1 of going 
elsewhere for the purchase of Christ­
mas presents. If anyone is high-toned, 
and nothing short of a gold-mine 
will do for a present, they will be 
compelled to go out of town. If any­
thing is wanted in the furniture line, 
from an elegant chamber set to a 
very small chair, with wooden rim ; 
from an elaborate burial casket to a 
hand-sled—go see Captain Robinson, 
at No. 3 Real Block. A look into 
the Captain’s show case will make a 
poor printer, who writes on brown pa­
per, sigli for ‘ ‘ easy times.” Let’s see: 
boxes of stationary for Tools., most 
too good for poor writing, and the
<llT3 jusi elegant/’ Tb.^-* 
uu.n.c.> oi varied and dainty w ork­
manship, and served as excellent and 
tasty work or toilet boxes. There 
are also beautiful little baskets, full 
o f fancy staliouery, and stationery in 
all shapes and of all prices. A splen­
did assortment of albums is found here 
—large and small— for pictures, and 
for Autographs; we saw some hand­
some. . and unique toilet and hand 
glasses, for lidies. Here are also a 
great variety of Prangs elegant chromo 
cards— die prettiest we ever saw. 
Steroscopic views, and holders for 50 
cts. ; framed pictures, of ferns and 
flowers, by Prang; a beautiful wax 
boquet of auiuinu leaves in an oval 
frame ; pictures of all sorts and sizes ; 
picture frames, brackets; gold and 
silver paper tor ladies’ fancy work ; 
and furniture of all descriptions, and 
last of all, the Captain is a first rate, 
square man to deal with, and his 
motto is “ live and let (the printer) 
live.”
In the store with PL M. Robinson, 
is noticed, perhaps, a young chap who 
advertises as E. A. Will— will repair 
watches and clocks in an excellent 
manner. Here you have the next 
thing to the gold mine—gold jewelry, 
and perhaps moie that ain’t gold. 
Rings, with precious stones, such as 
amethyst, cameo, topaz and garnet ; 
plaiu 'bands and engraved ; cuff pins, 
ear drops, full sets, vest chains, long 
guard chains, scarf pins, bosom studs, 
barb pins, hair pins, solid silver nap­
kin rings, silver thimbles, fruit knives, 
watches, clocks and optical good*. 
And if yon can’t find a suitable preseut 
here, must be it is out of his line ; so 
please go with us, and we will see 
just a few of the thousand and one 
things kept in the large store on the 
corner.
A list of articles, for Christmas 
presents to be found at Beal & Worth- 
ley’s :— family and pocket bibles, dic­
tionaries, photograph albums, auto­
graph albums, diaries for 1879, back 
gammon boards, writing desks ; trav­
eling valises, baskets and reticules ; 
gents’ and ladies’ fur top kid gloves
[Writen for the Phono graph.
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and mittens; fancy box paper; la­
dies’ and gents’ portmonies, pocket 
books, wallets, &c. ; silver thimbles, 
napkins rings, butter knives &c ; gold 
pencils, ladies’ and gents’ gold cameo 
and band rings, ladies’ scarf and cuff 
pins ; sleeve and collar buttons ; har- 
inonicias, ladies plated and bamboo 
chains; ladies’ ear jewels of various 
kinds and descriptions ; tea sets of 
various kinds, for children ; authors, 
dominoes, alphabet blocks, trumpets, 
whistles, dolls, and other things in the 
line of toys and trinkets, too numer­
ous to meutiou. Gents’ scarf's, silk 
and linen hankerchief's, neck ties, &c ; 
vases and toilet sets ; ladies’ furs and 
fur caps; Misses’ and children’s fur 
caps; men’s aud boys’ fur caps, cloth 
caps, and fur and wool bats.
Call and examine their goods before 
purchasing. They guarantee their 
prices to be as low us the lowest.
Having got what we want so far— 
call in at D. Toothakers, No. 5, and 
examine an excellent line ol ladies’ 
shawls, fancy knit scarfs, nubias, jack­
ets, &c., of beautiful appearance and 
varied textures— as well as prices. 
Here is* also a large assortment of 
crockery, and glass ware, groceries 
and provisions. Here’s where “ the 
goose hangs high,” in its season, and 
tall clerks are especially engaged for 
their “ reaching” qualities. This is a 
good place to trade, with easy prices, 
aud attentive hands to wait pleasantly 
on all customers.
You’ve got every thing now but a 
few tovs for the children, aud some­
thing to ease the soles of older friends. 
Well call on .J. D. Esty, at the “ old 
corner,” here is quite an assortment 
of cheap toys, for ti.e very little ones, 
ami staliouery and albums for every­
body. This is a sort of all the year 
store, where groceries, paints and oils, 
and such things can be had. We 
nearly forgot to say that Jarve also 
keeps a good assortment of candies 
which always go towards filling up 
ihe stockings. A telephone connects 
this store with the post-office, and cus­
tomers a-e welcome to lulk with the 
Old Harry at the other end.
M. W. D.uton, the popular boot
and shoe dealer, is ‘ *shoer” of a good
run of customers for presents, in the
line of everything in shoe-leather, such
as ladies’ and misses’ boots of all
grades; children's bools and shoes;
gents thin and thick boots, slippers.
rubbers, overshoes and gaiters. Here’s
where they minister to the soles o f all.
rich and poor. Take a good long look
here, before von go elsewhere v ’ „ , s  -o-i ...............
commodious .-tore and large stock of 
A. foot baker & Co. to select from, 
and find everything in the line ol ladies’ 
and gents’ dress goods ; Boots, shoes 
and rubbers ; crockery and glass ware 
in profusion. Tney are notorious for 
tde good bargains which they are al­
ways able to give.
B.T. Parker has an excellent. line of 
clocks, watches and jewelry. Some 
very handsome styles and cheap priced 
clocks. Another good place to trade.
At the barber simp of Moses Har­
den is a choice selection of stereoscop­
ic views, of local scenes, which make 
excellent presents to friends away and 
near.
There are ten or a dozen other bus­
iness places here, which we would be 
g ad to notice, and have plenty space 
for so doing, but as they don’t think 
it worth while, we must let them have 
their own way. Me may he permit­
ted to say, in this connection, that 
for business in our town’ we can enu­
merate as a whole, three law offices, 
a National bank and Savings bank ; 
two physicians ; three hole’s and sta­
bles, two apothecary stores, two tai­
lors, two hard-ware and tin stores, 
two millinery stores,two furniture,two 
jewelry.eight or ten of general gro­
ceries and dry goods, two boot and 
shoe, one gent’s ^furnishing goods 
store; five blacksmith shops; flour 
and grist mill ; woolen mill ; grave 
stone and paint shop ; barber, dress 
makers, carpenters, etc., etc., We 
give a list of different trades represen­
ted here, that strangers, who look at 
our paper to get an idea of the place, 
may not be led to believe we are no 
more of a town than our advertising 
columns show it too be. There is 
also a possibility that a trader, look­
ing for a place to locate in business, 
might think there was a vacancy, 
win re he saw no visible signs of his 
calling in the local newspaper.
Our friends at Strong, may be sure 
of finding a large assortment of goods, 
■suitable for presents, at the store of 
S. L Balkarn.
t y S e e  the prospectus of the Daily 
and Weekly Portland Press in another 
column. The Press is the leading 
daily o f the State, and is a paper 
which all pat ties can patronize, and 
find it good authority on matters of 
news and in politics.
We can furnish the weekly Bur­
lington Hawkeye to any of our sub­
scribers for $1.50 per year. The reg­
ular subscription price is $2 00 .
Mr. Editor:— B\' the politeness of 
Major S. Dill I was shown over his 
spacious dwelling house and surround­
ings. A visit to his commodious 
dwelling is well worth the trouble of 
a long journey. The house is of brick 
furnished in the inside somewhat odd, 
but without regard to cost. The fin­
ish from the floor to the windows is 
< f wood and o f  every known variety, 
from the woods and from his garden 
and orchard ; nearly all is of the hard 
woods, what would have have been 
thrown out by most any one as a bad 
knot or homely place in the wood, is 
most carefully finished and preserved 
in its original ugliness and becomes 
the most curious and interesting part 
of the work in the house. Every 
atom ot space in the house from t]ie 
cellar to the top of the attic is utilized ; 
closets with curious doors, of various 
kinds of wood, some c f them showing 
woods in their original whapes. Not­
withstanding the innumerable number 
of cupboards aud cuddy holes so niee- 
lyjtinished and ornamented with curious 
kinds of wood, every one seemed to 
he needed and used. 80 everything 
seemed to find its place.
The Major's house is not only well 
filled with all the necessaries for suc­
cessful housekeeping, but a very large 
number of rare curiosities find places 
there. All parts of the country seems 
to have contributed to this interesting 
portion of the furniturte of the house 
The only way to get an idea of these 
curiosities is to view them as we did. 
The out.-ide surroundings are no less 
worthy of notice than those within.
I fancy one would see fruit-trees 
showing a vigorous growth, and as we 
were informed were loaded even to 
breaking and nearly every limb re­
quiring supports. L jt bi n visit the 
orchard here, if he can find it for 
rocks, for be it remembere 1 this is the 
most rocky spot the Lord is supposed 
to have made. Rrob ibly these rocks 
were left of the Creation and tumbled 
in hern promiscously, there being no 
further use for them. But alter you 
have seen the M ijor’s frui -trees grow­
ing out from among huge b dders and 
every spot of eart i c liiirib ttiug to the 
growth of some vigorious tree, you 
will begin to jo >k upon iho-e rocks 
as 1 did, the most beautiful part o f 
bis possessions, lie lias indeed made 
the rocks‘ ’ bud aud blossom like the 
rose.” If one can see so much to
»iew in the summer? Probably many 
readers of this notice have read arti­
cles in the agricultural and historical 
papers, signed S. Dill. Here is where 
lie gets his •’send-off. His time for 
the last half century has been spent 
here, except what time he finds neces­
sary to give to agricultural meetings, 
he also having been a member ot the 
board for several years. He lias also 
spent considerable time in California, 
where he o.vas considerable property.
J. I). M.
t y L o o k  here, traders, there'll We a 
dead uewspape.- round here soon, 
just as true as you’re b >ru, unless you 
kelp us by advertising, and the mourn­
ers will go about the streets telling 
how beautiful we were in life—how 
strange the disease that carried us ofl‘. 
We have paid out, among our traders, 
in cash, since starting here, double 
the amount of our present advertising 
patronage for the year. We do not 
expect to more than pay our expenses 
for the first six mouths, or a year; 
but we cannot do that with the pres­
ent amount of advertising. Our pres­
ent subscription list, all paid in, would 
run the paper and pay expenses less 
than six months. Reckoning our own 
services at nothing, we could run 
about three months longer. When 
our traders and business places give 
us enough support to pay hare ex­
penses for three months, we will “ let 
up” on them. We should have one 
page of advertising,at least— takes two 
pages to rim most papers— and now 
who will show enterprise in advertis­
ing fairly and consistently. Those 
who are too poor to advertise, are 
cot expected to do so ; but those who 
have built up a large business on the 
patronage of the people, should help 
sustain the paper. Hear, O, hear out- 
prayer !
The princess Alice, Duchess of 
Hesse, and sister of the Marchioness 
of Lome, died at Darmstadt, last 
Saturday, the sixteenth at.iversary o f 
her fathers death. She died o f diph­
theria.
n#P*Sam’l II. Jacobs, of Skowhegan, 
accidentally poisci e 1 himself to death 
last Saturday. Jacobs was a noted 
horseman, and took a drink of horse 
liniment, which he mistook for medi­
cine. —
Latest News by Telegraph,
----TO THE----
P H O N O G R A P H .
N ew s in  B rie f.
Senator McPherson, it is reported, 
has secured a statement from Blaine 
that he will not stand in the way ot 
Grant’s renomiuation, aud Grant’s 
friends are reported jubilant at the 
withdrawal of Blaine and Conkling. 
Tiie latter however denies withdraw­
ing.
In the case of Capt. Andrew M. 
Ross, o f Searsport, on trial in Boston, 
for assaulting a seaman with intent to 
kill, the jury disagreed. The Mate is 
on trial for a similar charge.
Steamer Byzantine, Marccilles for 
Constantinople, sunk in a collision, 
with a loss of one hundred and fifty 
lives ; fourteen only wore saved.
Great excitement in Evansville, In­
diana at the finding of the body of 
Frank Mtirphey, a painter, in a dis­
secting room.
Raymond and Ellen Osgood, brother 
and sister have been hanged in Liberty 
County Jail, Georgia, for murdering 
Sam Goulding.
The House committee on Private 
Laud Claims, agreed to report a bill 
granting Myra Clark Gains one sixth 
her claim.
Two telegraph messenger boys in 
New Haven, were run over by a team, 
Thursday, and one killed.
Vaughn, supervisor of elections,* at 
Petersburg, Va., has been indicted for 
stuffing ballot boxes.
Stitt's spice mill, in New York,was 
damaged $5,000 Thursday night, by 
fire.
Bayard Taylor, American Minister, 
died at Berliu Thursday.
Ex-Minister Washburn is spoken of 
a.-> Bayard Taylor’s successor.
Penobscot river closed to navigation 
Thursday.
E T A  young lady, in Temple, 
whose nami we di f  not learn, had a 
narrow escape form drowning, Wed­
nesday of hist week, After 1 he bridge 
was carried away, a temporary walk 
was made across the stream by means 
o f bidders strung across, on which 
hoards were laid, and a slack rope 
served as a “ hand rail.’ Tiie young
« »** '  * L n v i M i i u  D  f ^  f  I C  I M/t I «
and fell upon the rope and hung bv 
the arms, with the rope across her back, 
as abrobats call it, in regular “ grind 
the muscle” fashion. One man held 
her on the rope,while two others came 
tt> the rescue, when they took her 
from her painful and dangerous posi­
tion. The water ran swiftly beneath 
her, into u deep place, and thence o v c  
the dam. She sustained no injuries, 
ihat v^e learn of.
E T A  e have not the space to give 
extended notices of our Christmas 
festivals, nor is it necessary, as both 
are well advertised by posters, etc. 
The Methodist society will hold theirs 
at the church, on the evenings of Tues­
day and Wednesday, the first night 
being for stage entertainment, of which 
they have a prolusion, and two Christ­
mas trees tor Wednesday evening. 
Give them a good lion-e. Tiie. Uui- 
vcr.salist society occupy the halt, on 
Wednesday and Thursday evenings, 
the trees being tlieH rst ni gilt and the 
dramatic entertainment Thursday eve 
A grand good time is sure to he had. 
and bv the change of time, everyone 
will have an opportunity o f attending 
both. Nuothing o prevent bo h houses 
being filled, and we trust they may.
G T  A large company was present 
at the Biptist circle, at the residence 
ot Mrs. Esty and Mrs. Lmtbert. on 
Thursday evening. Christmas work 
prevented our attending, but we hear 
ii spoken ot as a very pleasant occa­
sion.
E^*We would call the especial at­
tention of ill 1 to a large and excellent 
stock of confectionery just put iu bv 
Mr. J. D. Esty, at the corner store, iu 
season for the Holidays.
GF’ Big men, little men, gray head­
ed, red-headed and bald— one and all, 
seem happy and contented if only auv 
kind of a “ dorg” will give the black 
one a whipping.
Late Tuesday night in St. Louis, 
part of the south wall o f Rowell’s 
carpet store, burned early in the even­
ing, fell upon Alexander’s drug store, 
crushing through to the ground floor, 
and destroying nearly everything in 
the building. Still later, aud after the 
firemen had gone home, fire hurst out
_ „ \VjipyiC- Md- tub-
■ . 1 iff/,
T '
m ^Aswn.vk and the remainder of the 
»v;ifli >«! Rowell’s building fell.
1 Jr*" ttainpletely dost,roved the
the entire corner is now 
W debris. Ihe loss is
PS” imate I $13 000 to 20.000.
The Androscoggin lien show, to be 
held next month, will offer about $800 
iu premiums.
llannali T! o nt'ilce lias been indie’ed 
by the Supreme Qourt at Rockland, for 
murder in the first degree.
Charles B.iffum ofOrono, is spoken 
of as likely to be. appointed superin­
tendent o f the reform school.
The farmers in convention at Pem- 
brook have decided hereafter to sell 
their potatoes by weight alone.
State lands are all sold in Aroostook 
county, but good lands uqon roads in 
a good neighborhood call be bought 
far $3 per acre.
A branch meeting of the Maine 
Board of Agriculture, will be held 
with Roland Grange, Harris Hill, Ro­
land, .) an 8 , 1879.
The Belfast & Mooseliead Lake 
Railroad has declared a dividend of 
2 1-2 per cent. This is the first divi­
dend the road has declared.
Friday, L-e Stoye.ll. of Farmington, 
was arraigned before Trial Justice J. 
M. lvempton. of Strong, in a charge 
of assault aud battery with intent to 
kill, brought by Joseph Bangs. IIo 
was found guilty and was bound, over 
to the Match term o f the S. J. Court, 
in the sum of $7000. He refused to 
give bail and was committed to the 
county j a i l .  — Chronicle.
William Sexton, a young man em­
ployed as a switchman! at the Grand 
Trunk yard in Fort laud, met with his 
death last Saturday evening at seven 
o’clock. A freight train was being 
made up, and Sexton jumped off the 
engine to set the switch. After lie 
had performed this duty he stepped 
hack upon another track to signal the 
engine to come ahead. I he local 
freight was backing down the track, 
and as he was watching the other eu- 
g ne, Sexton did not see the approach­
ing train. Neither was he observed by 
the engineer. The rear car struck 
him and he tell with his body outward 
and bis feet beneath the car. Several 
cars passed over bis legs, cutting them 
oft below the knee, and mangling bis 
limbs above the knee. His cries 
brought several of the employees to the 
spot, a dour was taken from an adjoin­
ing shed, and he was conveyed to the 
I waiting room inthcGrati l Trunk sta­
tion. Dr. Morril 1 was summoned, nn-
..... I., ! . :„ v ,,.. rm possible
until Rich’s ambulance arrived. lie 
expressed a wish *o be taken to the 
Maine General 1 Iospitnl, hut fie breath­
ed his last just as he was Iii . c i i  into 
the operation room, o  i his arrival.
M i s c e l l a n e o u s ,
Geld sold at par. in New York Tues­
day, the first ti ne it has touched that 
figure since the suspensi m i o f specie 
payments in 18(12.
The New York Graphic says Roscoe 
Conkling lu.s given his friends to un­
derstand that lie is not and will not be 
a candidate for President iu 1880.
A political dispute at Diuwiddie 
Court house. Virginia, Monday ended 
by Dr. Rowell fatally stabbing li. C. 
•Shell, iu self defence. Rowell gave 
hi nisei up.
It is reported that on the evening o f 
the 3d instant a meeting o f Gnada- 
lnj irn. S ate of Jolisco, Mexico, was 
held to protest against unjust taxation. 
M bile the meeting was in progress, 
Governor Ricstra ordered out the 
troops, who fired into the cr ovd killing 
live citizens and wounding others.
One night about n month since a mill 
at Ml. Carrie, Columbia Co., Fla., w as 
set on fire, by four negroes. The su­
perintendent of the mill,living near by, 
saw the flames and extinguished them 
before much damage was (lone. While 
absent from his home, the negroes en­
tered, beat his wife severely, compelled 
her to show them where the money 
was, and made off wi’ h $200. They 
were arrested the next day. They con­
fessed and wore committed to jail in 
Lake City. About a week since the 
negroes were removed to the court 
house. Last Saturday inoruing at 3 
o’clock some thirty or forty prominent 
citizens o f Lake City overpowered the 
guard, took the prisoners out in the 
street in front of the Baptist Church, 
shot two o f them dead and mortally 
injured a third. The other escaped 
and has given himself up to the au­
thorities.
Estate of Maria Moulton.
NO'I ICE IB HEREBY GIVEN, That, the sub­scriber has been duly appointed Executor 
ot the last will and testament of
MARIA MOULTON. late of Phillips,
In the County of Franklin, deceased, Testate, 
and has undertaken that trust by irlviiu; bond 
as the law directs: All persons, therefore, 
having demands against the estate of said do 
ceased, are desired to exhibit the same forscl- 
tlement; and all indebted to said estate are 
requested to make immediate payment to 
JOEL I). MOULTON.
Coca!
— Oh ! for snow !
— Merry Christmas.
— The Old Year lies a-<lyin;'.
—Ode to snow— theirs millions in 
it.
— Quite a spell of cold weather is 
now upon us.
— Excellent skating and well im­
proved, just now.
— A death which no one will mourn 
—the death o f ’78.
— We had some “ gilt-edge" beef, 
Monday— very rare.
— It seems good to have the regu­
lar daily mail once more.
— We want it, and everybody wants 
it— about one foot ot snow.
— Salem lost six bridges by the last 
freshet, and Weld, eight.
— There’s a general brushing up 
for Christmas and New Years.
— A calendar for the New Year 
will be found on an inside page.
— Our school-master now teaches 
the “ young idea how to skate.”
— How shall we work it, to get our 
presents from tile different trees?
— Seward Dill killed a porker, Sat­
urday, which weighed 425 pounds.
—The dust was blown about our 
streets, Tnursday, in a wild manner.
— Uead the excellent poem, on the 
first page, by a talented townswoman.
— A Christmas present for S i.50, 
warranted for one year— the P ho n o ­
g r a p h .
— J. II Bell, of Strong, has sold 
out his hardware rtore in Weld, to 
Mr. Fred L. Rollins.
—  Joseph Boston, on the Mile 
Square, killed a hog last week, which 
weighed 504 pounds.
— This is the way our neighbor 
greets his Phillips correspondent :— 
“ Old Sol,”  we greet \ou.
— We learn that Mr. Alfred Vining, 
is vi'iiing in Strong, having been out 
West for the past two season.
— The qimrtely statement of the 
Phillips Union National Bank, ap­
pears this week in our columns.
— A temporary bridge has been 
erected. n»*ar the village school house 
in Strong, and at Mr. Cushmans, in 
Avmi.
— Business would jump most out 
of its hoots, where it is now stuck 
fa-t, if there were suovv enough for 
file ldiug.
— We understand Dr. E. A. Wi ­
liams, will not be here till the 2l!tli, 
inste id of the 24lh inst., as has been 
announced.
—  It is about time to organize a dra­
matic club, lor winter amusement. A 
debatings »cietv,with literary exercises 
wouldn’ t be had.
— The ladies needn’t fee had because 
their names were not among the gents, 
who played that new game. We never 
noticed their names.
— There’s a poor fellow just put 
in jail, who ought to he pardoned. 
He owes us $2.50, and wou’t now 
have a chance to pay it.
— How would this do for a Christ­
mas present to yourself? The Ph o n o ­
g r a p h  and B u r l in g t o n  H a w k e y e , 
one year for 552.75 cash.
— We got the freshet started rather 
early, last week— by one day. Most­
ly on account of being up nearly all 
night, and losing our reckoning.
— The dead lock is broken, thanks 
to the Methodist folks, who are to 
hold their festivals on the evenings 
of Tuesday and Wednesday, 24th and 
25th.
— Travel has been resumed on both 
sides of the river, between here and 
Strong, though the reals are very 
rough, and make it bad lor traveling 
after dark.
— Mr Farmer, of the Barden House, 
has just placed in his stable a thorough 
bred Berkshire pig, which our farmers 
will do will to remember, if desireus 
of improving their pork.
— Pig items are coming in promis- 
cously. Mr. N. V. Worthier killed 
one, weighing 557 pounds, and I) If. 
Tootliaker’s weighed 517; hut we 
can’t tell, for the life of us, what kind 
of pork they make.
— Our friends in Strong are to have 
i grand time, Christmas night. The 
Congregationalist Sabbath School give 
r festival for the benefit of the united 
schools and societies of the village. 
There will he music, dramas, etc., tor 
amusement, and oysters for refresh­
ment. No doubt they will make it a 
merry time indeed. All are invited 
to bring presents for the Christmas 
-tree.
— The firm of O. Carr & Son, has 
been desofted.
— E. d. Ross advertised, in a small 
card, for an odd ox. and one to sell. 
Through this card he sold one to a 
man in Weld, and made $4.00 out of 
the card alone. Try it, it is warrant­
ed to coin money.
— The Toothaker hoys, at No. 5, 
bought the boss lot of Christmas tur­
keys (weighing over 10 pounds each) 
of H. M. Butterfield. Mr. B. knows 
how to raise good turkeys and where 
to sell them, to get a good price.
— A. Toothaker, Esq.. killed, Dec. 
16th, a cow that weighed 1020 pounds, 
105 lbs. o f which was rough tal­
low, exclusive o f kidneys. This cow 
raised a pair of calves this summer. 
Now let us hear of a better cow than 
this.
— Let us economise. Wringing 
machines $7.50. Twist a little harder, 
wife ; we’ ll wring our end till the steam 
rises. We twisted so hard, when we 
thought of the price, that the person at 
the other end of the sheet took a flop 
like a clothes-pin on the line.
— We understand there is a good 
prospect for a singing school in our 
village. Mr. Win. Hunter, of .Strong, 
will probably open a school here in 
January, and we suggest all desirous 
of attending, should leave their 
names here or at the post-office.
—Our neighbor of the Chronicle, is 
favored with just crowds of Christmas 
presents in the shape o f announce­
ments. It muketh our editorial heart 
glad to see our neighbors remembere I, 
and ws are trying to learn how much 
more blessed it is to give than to re­
ceive !
— At the Universalist Sociable, last 
Saturday evening, a general good time 
was enjoyed by all. Excellent selec­
tions were well read by Miss Cora 
Davis, Mr. Perkins, and Mrs. Jennie 
Smith. The corner dialogue, which 
we were unable to hear, in full, will 
probably he repeated at some future 
time.
— Cold winter is here, and you don’ t 
want your horses to stand long in the 
street; so you will do well to drive 
direct to No. 5 B il Block, where 
those little Tootlufker hoys will put 
up what you call for so quick you 
will hardly know you have stopped, 
and they are quite sure to have just 
what von call for.
— We have added to out exchange 
list tlie Phillips PoONoGK\pii.a bright, 
cheerful, wide awake paper published 
bv U. M. Moore, at Phillips, Franklin 
Co., Maine. Our native county, and 
the vi lage where we held our first pas­
torate. and from which place we left 
the pulpit for the armv the first ot Sep­
tember 18G2. — Elk River News.
— We were sorry, Tuesday, to say 
good bye to Geo. E. Mansfield, Esq., 
who, with his e.-tim tbie lady, has been 
stopping at the B.irdcu Housg, for 
several weeks past. They took the 
ears tit Farmington, Wednesday, for 
their home in Massachusetts. This 
worthy couple have made many 
friends in their short stay among us.
— We have received from D. II. 
Knowlton & Co.. Farmington, a neat 
little sheet, published by them — the 
“ Holiday Bulletin,”  issued for the 
holidays In it we find the following, 
cheery words for the P o n o g r a p h  : 
One of the most readiblc papers which 
comes to us, is the Phillips P h o n o ­
g r a p h . Although only in the fourth 
month of its pnhlicati >n, it lias already 
met with abundant success, and 
promises to become a permanent in- 
stituiion. Its columns are a ways 
spicy, wide-awake, and entertaining.
— We nearly killed him ! We saw 
hv his looks that he was canvassing 
for our neighbor's paper, and as lie 
entered we met him at the door, 
(less he didn’ t stay in here anv longer 
than he wanted too. lie didn’t ask 
us to subscribe, He’s prowling round. 
Roost high. But a man who grum­
bles at $1.50 for such a paper, :s  
it will he, when enlarged, should see 
ilie wan look and listen to the choked 
utterance o f the poor d — 1 who tries 
to live on ir. The Chronicle and 
Ph o n og r aph  at $4.00 per year, is 
dirt cheap. T r y ’em.
—The good people of Strong, and 
vicinity, are to he favored, richly, 
o i the evening o f .Saturday, Dec. 28th 
when Mr. Frank E. Glover is to give 
a public reading, tit the Metodisi 
church. The programme will con­
sist of popular selections in prose and 
poetry, both humorous and serious. 
Mr, Glovers rendition of “ Tinsel,” 
at the tin wedding, proves him to lie 
a m >st excellent rea lm-, a id no clout t 
his many friends vv 1 gi\c him a full 
li >nse. The price of admission, we 
learn is hut ten cents— with $1 50 for 
children tinder two years of ftge. 
Readings to commence at 7  ^ o’clock. 
We propose tin invitatiotMoAL^Gl^^ 
er, to favor Phillips ith h—-ryp 
ot his reatlii.gf.. so oh
the Markets, r o n T X j A . ] x r x )  p  > ,
“ D a i l y  P i ’ g s g ” ; F w r n i i i ir B  M s r k G dkp>; Price Ctircent.
Coll ected every Friday.
-Apples—-cooking. 15 >J 25; eating, 30 @ 50; dried 
o is 7
Beans—yellow eyes, 7 quart; pea, 8 
Butter—first quality, lfiglS 8Mb.
Cheese—Factory. 10 if tt>. Homemade 11. 
C ojee— Rio, 18 (a) :>5 l' rt>; Java, 3o >, 35 
Corn—Western 72 n 75 
Fima— 5.00 n 7.50 C 1)1.1
Fish -dry coii. ,> #' tl,; pollock, 3; hake, 4; rock 
cod, 4
-Lord—pall, 11 i f  tt>; tierce, 10
Molasses—40 g 55 if gallon
Sugar—granulted, 11 if tb; cut loaf, 12; coffee- 
crushed, 9*4; standard yellow, 9 
Tea—Japan, 50 g 60 if tb; Oolong, 35 g #0 
Potatoes—65a',0 i f bushel 
Oats—35 i f  bushel
Beef—by tho hundred, 5.00 g 7.00; steak 10 6  14 
v m; roasts, 7 10; corned, 4 @ 6
Poultry—chickens, 8 3 lg i f lb; turkeys, 12; or­
dinary fowls, 7 g 10
Pork—roast, 6g8 0*1 tb; round hog, 5; clear salt 
pork, 8 ii 10; hams, 10 g 12 
Mutton— 6 S 8 8Mb; spring lamb, 6 @ 10 
Veal Steak—1,!^ tb: roast, 6 g 8 
Nutmegs—8 & 02 
Starch—to 3 12 
Soda—6 g 8 
Cream Tartar—if) O' tb 
Dried Currants—10 V  lb 
Raisins—8 g 12 
Onions—2 #  tb 
Vinegar—35 ^ gallon 
Pickles—8 tf tb 
Rice—8 g 10 ^  tb 
Kerosene Oil -20 g 28 V gallon
[The above prices are at retail.] 
PRODUCE MARKET.
Aoples—Winter, No. 1, l.OOal.oO O' barrel; dried
3g5
Beans— yellow eyes, 1.50 g 1.76; pea, 1.85 Q 2.C0;
medium, 1 65 \f bushel 
Bags—22 W dozen 
Hay—10.00 if ton; straw, 5.00 
Oats—30 g 35 t? bushel 
Potatoes—eo g 65 
Wood— hard 2.00 g 2.25 i f  cord 
Pelts—59 g 1 00 
Hides—5%
Wool—33 3 35 Ik tb
l3oi*tluu<l >iarket.
Wednesday, Dec. 19. 
Apples—1 CO -12 00 if bbl. Dried 5g3c V tb. 
B u tter— 20323j for family; store 10gl5c i f  tb 
Beam—pea 2 00 32 15; yellow eyes, 2 00« 1 87% 
Cheese— Maine and Vermont Factory, 8 -jo%c 
F !s'i—large snore 3 50g 4 00; large bank 3 12% 
3 37ii; small 2 75«2 50; pollock 2 00gl 75; had­
dock 175ai50; herring 3 50-j4 5j bbl; scaled 203 
25c if box; mackerel if bbl—bay No. 2 to No. 1, 
8 Dug 14 0J; shore Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 2 25(jl7 00 
hlour—superllne 3 50gl 00; spring X  and X X  
t - 85 75; Michigan X and X X  5 50 g5 2 >; pa­
ten spring wheat, 7 50«8 50; St Louis X  and 
XX to best, 4 75g6 25
t. ain—Corn 54<'4.ic per bushel; oats 37fi37; 
line ieed 2t 00« 24 00 ff ton; shorts 20 00 if*’ ton 
/my—Loose 10313 v  ton; pressed 10 00gl3 00, 
strav 7 39 V  ton
La d—f  tierce 0% 36%c tb; t? keg 6% g7; pail
8 S'g<j>4
Pt sier—white per ton 3 03; blue 2 75; ground 
in bbls 8 00<i9 0o; calcined in bbls 2 25go 00 
Pr duce—beef side 639c; veal none; mutton 
ogS • chickens 12gl4j; turkeys 14gl(5e; eggs 
25*22c: potatoes new, 90«80c if bushel.
Proved ms—Chicago extra beef 10 5.)312 00; 
nork backs 12-i13; clear 11311%; mess 11 OJ3IO; 
hams 9% 5 0c V tb; round hogs 4% g5o
Brighton vJ.it ti<‘ M arket.
Boston , Dec. 19.
Cattle. S.ieep. Swine. 
At market this week, 2,080 0,100 it .280
Last week, 2,:.6t 3,8:0 13.43J
Western cattle, 1,552; Eastern cattle, 458; 
Milch Cows and Northern cattle, 170 
Beef cattle—Extra quality, 5 i5g 5 50 )
First Quality, 5 12,I rj4tt2% f 103 tbs. 
Sec’d Quality. 4 a ig4 12% f live wt. 
Third Quality, 3 50 3110J 
Poorest grades, 3 (X)33 373£
Fat hogs 3% <j3%c V  tb live weight.
Tne supply from the West was lighter, but 
the quui.ty averaged better. -Prices on best 
gra es fully .‘4c Higher tnan la-t week. There 
w ere sen ral lots of very nice Western cattle 
a matkj. which were purchased for Liverpool 
11 arket at advanced prices. There was a fair 
supply o working oxen in market, b it trade 
11 >t so go d on lots. Store cattle in fair demand, 
yearling , f 8a 15; two year olds, 11 «19; three 
you* old , 25 g 15 per head. Milch cows, extra 
40370 ; 1 rdinary, 20.H0; farrow cow, 11 g2); 
and S. rinj. 12 jl4 per head. Mutton very dull 
and prices for the nicest Southdown very low.
W ool I>XiAi*lcet.
Boston, Dec. 4.
There has been more doing in Wool. The 
sales include 32.5,003 lbs: Ohio and Pensylvania 
fleeces at 34 g36c per lb; mostly X X  grades at 
84c: 05.0 0 lbs Michigan and Wisconsin fleeces 
at 33333>^o; 25,0'39lbs New York and Western 
fleeces at 29g3.>£c; loOO lbs New Hampshire 
medium fleeces at 35c; 250,033 lbs unwashed 
and unmerchantable fleeces at 14>2 a23o; 85 -, 
COO lbs combing and delaine fleeces at at 3i>* a 
4lc for washed, an 1 from 20g2?cfor low and 
good unwashed; 475,0 0 lbs California at from 
18 3g)>£e for spring, and 10 J23o for fall; 100 033 
lbs super and X  pulled at 25g40c including 
choice Eastern and Maine at 38g40c; 2) 0JO lbs 
noils at 2fa2ic; 30,033 lbs scoured at 273 4a55a.
GfoI<l and J8f<»ok M arket.
Niw  Y oke , Dec. 19.
Monev was loaned at 4 g 4 per cent, on call. 
Gold,‘100,
United States Sixes 1881, coupon, 103?4 
“ “ 5-2J’s, 1865, new, 1
“ “ •* 186 7, registered, 102%
“ “ “ coupon, 10
“ “ “ 1S63, registered, 100%
“ “ “ “ coupon, l p9%
“ “ 10-43’s, 1867, registered, 10 8
“ “ “ “  coupon, 108
New Fives, registered, 116%
New Fives, coupon, 136%
United States new 4% per ct’s.regist’d 104%
“ •- “  “ coupon, 1J4%
United States new 4 percents, 100%
BIRTHS.
In Jay, Dec, 5th, to the wife of Ulrich Reed, 
a daughter.
rn Salem, Dec. 12, to the wife of Warren T. 
Hinds, a daughter.
M ARRIAGES.
In Portland, Dec. 17th, by Rev. C. J. Clark, 
Mr. D ivid Hunter, formerly of Strong, and 
Miss Nellie E. Marland, of Portland.
In Carthage, Nov. 14th, by Rev. J. L: Pratt, 
Mr. J. Russ Kittredge of C., and Miss Nancy 
E. Kennedy of Strong. Also, at same time 
and place, by the same, Mr. Eugene Hale Sta­
ples and Miss Patnelia Sanborn, both of C.
l )F A T tfs 7 ~
In No. Fayette, Dec 9, Mrs. Etta, wife of Mr. 
Abel Prescott, aged 33 years,
I11 Farmington, Dec. 13, Mr. Ira Sprague, 
aged 78 years, 5 months and 18 days.
A. TOOTHAKER & C 0„
Have a large and desirable stock of goods suit­
able for
Holiday Presents!
Consisting of
Dry and Fancy Goods of All Kinds. 
Cull and Examine.
PHILLIPS (Upper Village), Me.
Cisolution of Copartnership.
The copartnership heretofore existing un­
der thc5 firm name of O. Carr & S n, i y t hi-« 
davd'dl i  In; mutural ciiiisent. Tun hi*ek- 
MtafMwBiifik wilNat'bnifcnailri
-F O R -
1879.
For several years ttie Portland Da ily  
Press lias been the largest and most complete 
daily journal published in Maine; and its Pub­
lishers announce their determination that it 
shall be in the future as it lias been in the 
past beyond question the
Best Newspaper in Maine.
All its Departments will be more thorough­
ly conducted and no effort or expense wiU be 
spared to make the Press more valuable quid 
desirable.
The P r e s s  has a larger snd stronger EDI­
TORIAL FORCE than any other paper in 
Maine and lias unexcelled facilities for collect­
ing news in all parts of tne State.
The BUSINESS, AGRICULTURAL and 
MANUFACTURING interests of Maine will 
receive the continued attention of the Press.
AS A COMMERCIAL PAPER
the Press will contain full MARKET RE­
PO RTS and MARITIME NEWS. The growing 
importance of Portland as a distributing 
center for Maine and its fast increasing whole­
sale trade make a daily paper at this point of 
special importance to every merchant and 
business man in the State who proposes to 
keep up with the times.
In a LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC WAY  
the Press stands high and its general news 
and information are abundant and accurate.
As a POLITICAL JOURNAL
the P ress will be devoted as in the past to a 
discriminating support of the Republican 
Party and will stand through thick and thin 
for an honest and staple currency and the 
equal rights of all citizens thoroughout the 
length and breadth of the Republic. It will 
always speak out for education, good morals 
and just laws, believing that the safety of the 
nation depends upon these things.
During the session of the
LEGISLATURE
which promises to be unusually interesting, 
the Press will contain full accounts of the 
proceedings with careful comments thereon. 
It will be furnished for the season for $1.50 
111 advance.
Tlie Daily  Press isofferedto mail subscrib­
ers—postage paid—for «7 per year, $3.50 for 
six months or $1.7.5 for three months if not 
paid strielly in tuivauee.
THE
Maine State Press
has been greatly imnroved during thp past 
year and is now the largest and best weekly 
paper in Maine. It is lull of news and general 
matter—literary, scientific, agricultural and 
commercial, it has also full market reports 
and marine news. Terms $2 per year in ad- 
cag-'c, six mouths for $[.00 and three months 
for 50 cents.
A. JL<o<*itl A*yent W anted  
in lUverv Tow n.
Copies 
S o n t  F r o o . . A 4
Address
Portland Publishing Co.
Re p o r t  o f  t h e  c o n d it io n  o f  t h eUnion National Bank of Phillips, 
at Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the 
Ciwse off business, October 1st, 1878.
Resources.
Loans and Discounts, $59 032 26
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation, 50,0uo 00 
Due from approved reserve agent, 9 8 ,6 40 
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures, 1,513 95 
Premiums paid, 2 8 2 46
Checks and other cash items, 210 0)
Bills of other Banks, 7.>1 00
Fractional currency (including nickels) 3 64 
Speoie(inelud’ggoldTreasury certiflcates)114 00 
Legal tendet notes, 395 to
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer 
(5 per cent, of circulation) 2,250 C0
Total, $95,958 71
liabilities.
Capital Stock paid in, $60,0f0 CO
Surplus fund, 1,100 00
Undivided profits, 25 At
National Bank notes outstanding, 42.095 00 
Dividends unpaid, 447 00
Individual deposits subject to check, 4 2Ji 47
Total, $96,058 71
STATE OF MAINE, county of franklin , ss: 
I, J. E. Thompson, Cashier of the above 
named Bank, do solemnly affirm that the above 
Statement is true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief.
J. E. THOMPSON, Cashier. 
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 
Eighteenth day of December, 1878.
NEWELL P. NOBLE, Justice of the Peace. 
Correct: Attest,
A bner T o o th ak er , )
R aym ond  To o th a k e r , > Directors. 
J oel W il bu r . ■ i
D. H. TOOTHAKER,
Dealer in
D P  GOODS & GROCERIES,
5 Beal Block, Phillips, where
Good Goods at Low Prices
2 is the order of the day.
Intie ' i8wi<!t<hsr>hs(M Nv iryts htwtl
F. A. KIMBALL, M.D,
Physician? Surgeon
Office in Beale Blot k,
Phillips, Maine.
ENTISTRYl
lean be found at Dr. KIMBALL’S 
office, Beni Block, Phillips, Dec. 26th, 
11878, for three weeks, when 1 shall be 
I pleased to see all in need of
Donttil "Worli..
E. A. WILLIAMS. 
C Jf Remember the time and place.
Barden House.
S^~The Barden House, Phillips, Mo., Is too 
well known ,to require comment. Square 
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg­
ings, for boili man and heast. are always in 
readiness, at low prices. Board, from $1 to $2 
per day. SAMUEL FARMER, Prop’r, alse pro­
prietor of Stage Route to Rangeley. Private 
Teams always in readiness at moderate prices
B. T. FiLBKBIl,
Phillips, - - Maine.
Watchmaker and Jeweler !
a n i> d e a l e r  in
W a t o l x e i s  cfc C I o c I j l s .
I3§'“ Repairing Fine Watches a specialty. Over 
25 years experience. Watch Cases polished 
without extra charge. 17*
E l m w o o d  E L o u s e ,
E. D. PRESCO TT , . Proprietor,
Down, Down!
*  >  .v
some
Board, $1.00 to $1.50 per day. 
I Phillips, Me.
E. M. R O B IN S O N ,
D nA L F.it IN
FURNITURE
Has ( o istantly On Hand
Coffins and Caskets,
— A L S O —
Coffin and Casket Trimmings,
FOR SALE.
Em bossed Pictures,
For Ornamental Work.
Picture Frames at Reduced Prices, 
Writing Desks, Albums, 
Stereoscopic View Holders, 
Brackets and Card Baskets.
The best Cottage Bedsteads, with Castors, $2.50 
Best Lounges, 10.00
Dining Chairs, best, .50
High Cjiairs, .75
Best Cane Chairs, .87
Large Cane Rockers, 2.50
Nurse “ “ 170
Nurse, with arms. 2.25
Nurse, wood seats, 1 25
Good French Chamber Sets, 18.00
Best French Chamber Sets, with Dressing
Case and Fancy Pulls, 30.00
All of my goods are I V T a r l t o d l  
l  l«~ >T »r -n  to suit the times. Call and see 
before buying elsewhere.
Call and see for yourselves. All orders for
fSitfii Painting
Promptly attended to.
E. M. ROBINSON.
No. 3 Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
OWING TO THE LATE RAINS, AND BAD 
ROADS CONSEQUENT,
Extends notice to his many friends that he 
will be unable to visit this vicinity this 
season, and has made arrange­
ments with
J . D. E S T Y ,
at the old store on the corner, to supply all de­
sirous of Presents from his large and varied
stock of
Christmas Goods.
J ^ ” Every thing goes ; no goods to be left 
over. So call and examine and see prices that 
can’t be beaten. 2tl4* Phillips, Me.
Beal &  W orthley,
DEALERS IN
Drugs, Gent’s Furnisk’g Goods, 
Ready Made Clothing.
—ALSO—
Hats, Caps efts Furs.
Our custom department is under the charge of
H en ry AV. T rue,
who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “Nobby” 
Styles of the day. A full line of
WOOLENS A N D  TRTMM1NGS 
Constantly on Hand.
No. 1 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine.
Union Nat’l Bank,
OP PH ILLIPS.
Business Hours:—10 a. m. to 12 m. 1 to 3 
p. m.
N. B. Beal, Prest. | J. E. Thompson, Cashier. 
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
ALDEN J. BLETHEN,
Attorney at Law,
PORTLAND, - - MAINE.
Prompt attention given to all business 
sent from Franklin County. Practice in all 
the courts of the State, and special attention 
given to practice in the United States Courts.
E. H. SHEPARD,
At the Elmwood Hotel.
Livery & Boarding Stable.
GOOD TEAM Sftv^ AS CHEAP
To Let, \ r f } b  as the cheapest.
83F“I have also for sale, at a bargain, a good 
parlor cook stove, also a “Cherub” parlor heat­
er, both new. 13tf E. H. SHEPARD.
*13
W , HUNTER, M. D-,
Physician? Surgeon
Strong, Maine,
y e r ,
Attorney 5 Counselor at Law,
Office in Beal Block,
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14,1878.
Tax Notice.
A LL REAL ESTATE TAXES, FOR 1877, re- 
o . maining unpaid, will be advertised on 
Jan. 1st, 1879. M. C. KELLEY, Collector.
SUMMARY OF NEWS.
E a s te r n  a n d  IVtiddle S t a t e s .
Sackett. Davis & Go., one of the oldest and 
largest • jewelry houses of Providence. E. L, 
have U pended, with liabilities of about 
$220. 000.
Dr. Mary Walker was arrested in B road w ay , 
New York, for appearing in the street in men’s 
clothes and attracting a large crowd, but was 
discharged by the superintendent of police. 
The “  Doctor ” was also refused admission at 
two hotels.
Sojourner Truth, who is considerably over 
100 years old, and was born a slave in New 
York, lectured in New York city the other day.
S. R. Claxton. a wool merchant of Troy, 
N. Y., was robbed- of $20,000 in bonds and 
securities:
The schooner Caledonia went ashore on 
Libby island, off the coast of Maine, and the 
captain and crc-v/ o f five men were lost.
Virginia’s State debt proper is announced 
to be $29,367,958.
O’Leary, champidn pedestrian, walked 400 
miles in ‘ 124 hours, in Philadelphia—making 
the distance forty-five minutes ahead of time.
.After a week’s successful exhibition the New 
York international butter and cheese fair closed 
with the award of prizes and diplomas. The 
premium of $100 for “  best butter of any kind 
made at any time or place,” was awarded to a 
firm in Monticello, la., and a like premium for 
the best cheese to a Bath (England) exhibitor.
W e s t e r n  a n d  S o u t h e r n  S t a t e s .
A large boiler at Hayden’s rolling mill, 
Coiambus, Ohio, exploded while a number of 
workmen wore standing around, killing two 
of them and seriously injuring six more. One 
of the victim's head was blown from his body.
A commercial convention at New Orleans 
adopted resolutions calling for the improve­
ment of the Mississippi, and listened to an ad­
dress by Jefferson Davis upon the importance 
of such action.
A gang o f resurrectionists, consisting of 
five persons—two of them women—was un­
earthed by the police in Cincinnati. Two of 
the gang were arrested just as they had deliv­
ered the body o f & colored girl to the Miami 
medical college.
The citizens of New Orleans, in mass meet­
ing assembled, adopted resolutions of ‘heart­
felt gratitude to the people of all sections, for 
the help extended during the period of yellow 
fever suffering.
Chon Yow, a Chinaman, was hanged at 
Bridgeport, Cal., for the murder of a country­
man, last May.
During a run on the Eutaw savings bank, of 
Baltimore, over $100,000 were drawn out in 
three days. The deposits amount to over 
$5,000,000.
Robert Brown, of Bertram, Iowa, has been 
caught counterfeiting silver half dollars.
A fire a Macon, Miss., detroyed the entire 
business portion of the town, comprising four 
squares—inflicting a loss of $250,000 ; insur­
ance, $100,000.
At Hamilton, Ohio. H. Weigle, proprietor of 
a, beer garden, shot and killed his wife, and 
then put an end to his own existence. Alleged 
cause, financial and family difficulties.
F r o m  W a s h i n g t o n .
Secretary Schurz appeared before the join  
commission having under consideration the 
transfer of the Indian bureau to the war de­
partment, and gave his views on the subject 
of Indian management, He stated that the 
real cause of Indian wars had been the break­
ing o f  treaties.
The Senate yellow fever commission has 
organized.
A dispatch from the national capital says 
General Grant has finally determined to visit 
Asia before returning to the United States.
Edison has been granted a p a ten t for his I 
electric light by the patent office.
F o r e ig n  N e w s .
At the opening of the British parliament 
Queen Victoria’s speech was presented, by a 
royal commission. The document is short; 
refers to the war with Afghanistan, and asserts 
that there is 1 ‘ every reason to believe that the 
arrangements for the pacification of Europe 
made by the treaty of Berlin will be success­
fully carried into effect.”
The emperor oi Germany, upon his return to 
Berlin after a long absence in search of re­
newed health, necessitated by the wounds re­
ceived from Notffiing’s shot-gun, was enthusi­
astically received by the populace. The trade 
societies and public bodies generally paraded 
past the royal palace.
That portion of the British army invading 
Afghanistan by the Peiwar pass has gained a 
signal victory after a desperate struggle, cap­
turing eighteen guns and occupying Peiwar- 
KhotaL The British loss was oniv about ten 
killed, including one major, and seventy 
wounded. The enemy fought bravely and lost 
heavily.
The British government is meeting with much 
opposition from the Liberal party in Parlia­
ment, in regard to the war with Afghanistan.
From details received concerning the death 
of Pardo, formerly president of Peru, it seems 
that he was struck down by an assassin while 
entering the Peruvian senate chamber.
The West o f England hank, whose main-of­
fice is at Bristol, with fifty branches, has failed 
for $17,500,010. The shareholders number 
2,000, and their liability is unlimited. The fail­
ure caused the utmost consternation in South 
Wales.
The reply of the ameer of Afghanistan to 
England's ultimatum was evidently written 
after the defeat of the Afghans at Ali Musjid. 
He abandons his defiant attitude, excuses his 
former refusal to receive an English embassy, 
expresses a desire to resume his former friend­
ly relations with Great Britain, and says he 
will not oppose the visit of a small temporary 
mission from England.
The death of President Alcantara, of Ven­
ezuela. jg announced.
CONGRESSIONAL SU Aim A R V.
S e n a te .
Among the bills introduced were several 
making appropriations for the improvement of 
rivers on the Pacific s lope___The Vice-Presi­
dent appointed Messrs. Harris, Matthews, La­
mar, Paddock, Conover, Garland and Eustis 
the yellow fever investigating committee, au­
thorized by Mr. Harris’ resolution___Several
changes in the standing committees were an­
nounced. . . .Resolutions were adopted calling 
on the President for information regarding 
postal and commercial intercourse with South 
American countries, and on the secretary of 
the treasury for information relative to the 
Freedman’s savings and trust company, look 
ing to the winding up of its affairs. Adjourned
House.
Mr. BrenUne, of Illinois, offered a resolution, 
■which was adopted, for the investigation of a 
ebargo of bribery made^agaiast him and others
by a Washington newspaper___It was ordered
that the testimony i aken by the Hewitt labor 
committee be printed —  Mr. Garfield reported 
a concurrent resolution for the appointment of 
a commission to investigate the causes of yel­
low fever, etc., and spoke in support of ‘ its 
adoption. Mr. Hooker, of Mississippi, also 
spoke iu favor of the resolution, and it was 
adopted. Adjourned.
“  Always pay as you go,”  said an old 
man to his nephew. “  But, uncle, sup­
pose I haven’t anything to pay with V” 
“  Then don’t go .”
THE AMERICAN TILLAGE.
.Social N eeds an d  S o c ia l L e a d in g —H o w  to 
M a k e  L ite  P le a sa n t a n d  P r o fita b le .
The social potentialities of the average 
American village are quite beyond any 
man’s calculation. It would be difficult 
to find any village in the country which 
has not the materials and the forces of 
the best civilzation and culture. If 
these forces and these materials were not 
xinder restraint, if they were only free 
to follow their natural impulses and 
courses, there would be universal pro­
gress. The fact, however, is that almost 
universally the agencies concerned in 
raising the social life of a community 
are, Tor various reasons, held in checlr, 
or altogether repressed. Let us try to 
paint a typical village. It shall consist, 
say, of a thousand people, more or less. 
The village has its two or three little 
churches, and these have their pastors 
—men of fair education and faultless 
morals. Still further, the village has 
one or two physicians and a lawyer. In 
addition to these, there is the postmas­
ter, who is usually a man of activity and 
influence ; there is the rich man of the 
village ; there are the three or four men 
who are only less rich than he ; there 
are the young, well-educated families of 
these well-to-do people ; there are a 
dozen women who are bright in intellect, 
and who read whatever they can lay 
hands o n ; there is a fair degree of 
worldly prosperity, and the schools are 
well supported. One would say that 
nothing is needed to make it a model 
village, full of the liveliest and brightest 
social life, and possessing all the means 
and institutions of intellectual culture 
and progress. To repeat a phase with 
which we began, the social potentialities 
of the village are incalculable. All the 
agencies and materials and appurte­
nances for a beautiful social life and 
growth seem to exist, yet the fact proba­
bly is that the village is socially dead.
If we look into the condition of things 
we shall find that the little churches are, 
through their very littleness and weak­
ness, jealous of each other; that their 
pastors are poor and are kept upon a 
starving intellectual diet ; that the doc­
tors and the lawyer are absorbed in their 
professions ; that the rich men are bent 
upon their money-getting and money­
saving, and that all the young people 
are bent upon frivolous amusements. 
The village has no public library, no 
public hall, no public reading-room, no 
Ivceum, no reading-clubs, no literary 
clubs, and no institutions or instituted 
means for fostering and developing the 
intellectual and social life of the. vil­
lagers. We have seen exactly this condi­
tion of things in a village many times, 
and we have seen, under all these pos­
sibilities and the hard facts of indiffer­
ence or social inertia associated with 
them, a universal desire for something 
better. We have seen churches ashamed 
of their jealousies and the meager sup­
port accorded to their ministers. We 
have seen young people dissatisfied with 
their life, and wishing that it could be 
changed, and we have seen our dozen of 
bright, reading women ready and long­
ing to make any sacrifice for the pro­
duction of a better social atmosphere. 
Nay, wTe believe that the average Ameri­
can village is ready for improvement, 
ready to be led. The best social leading 
is the one thing lacking. Sometimes it 
does not need even this ; only some fit­
ting occasion that shall bring people to­
gether, and reveal the under-harmonies 
which move and the sympathies which 
bind them. The probabilities are that 
there is not a village in America that 
needs anything m >re than good leading 
to raise its whole social and intellectual 
life incalculably.
The village that is most dead and 
helpless needs but one harmonizing, un­
selfish, elevated will to lead and mold it 
to the best life and the best issues. We 
cannot illustrate this power of leading 
better than by citing the results of the 
recent mode of raising church debts. 
One of the two or three men who have 
become famous for raising church debts 
goes into the pulpit in the morning and 
stands before a bankrupt congregation. 
He is told before he enters the building 1 
that every effort has been made to raise 
the debt, but in vain ; that, indeed, the 
people have not the money, and could 
not raise the required sum if they 
would. Yet, in two hours, every dollar 
is subscribed, and the whole church sits 
weeping in mute and grateful surprise. 
No advantage whatever has been taken 
of them, and they have simply, under 
competent leading, done what they have 
all along wanted to do, and what they 
have known it was their duty to do. 
Any man who has ever had anything to 
do in organizing the social life of a vil­
lage has, we venture to say, been sur­
prised, amid what seemed to be univer­
sal stagnation, to find how general was 
the desire for reform. Everybody has 
been ready. All were waiting for just 
the right man to set them going, and he 
only needed to say the word, or lift and 
point the finger. It is not necessary to 
break up any legitimate family feeling 
that may exist in churches, or to inter­
fere with social cliques and “ sets,”  or 
to break down any walls between class­
es. We talk now only of the general 
social and intellectual life which brings 
people together in common high pur­
suits, and gives a village its character 
and influence. It is only from this life 
that a strong and efficient public spirit 
can come. A village must hold a vig­
orous general life outside of sects and 
cliques and parties before it can make 
great progress, and it is astonishing how 
quickly t h i3  life may be won by the 
right leading. We assure them that all 
the people need is good leading, and 
that there must be one among them who 
has the power in some good degree of 
leading, organizing and inspiring a 
united and better life. It is not an office 
in which personal ambition has any 
legitimate place—that of social leader­
ship. Any man who enters upon it 
with that motive mistakes his position 
and hopelessly degrades his undertak-
------------ . —
ing. But wherever there is a sluggish 
social life, or none at all that is devoted 
to culture and pitve and elevating pur­
suits, somebody—and it is probably the 
one who is reading this article—is neg­
lecting a duty from which he is withheld, 
most probably, by modesty. We assure 
him that if he is really fit for his work, 
he will find an astonishing amount of 
promising material ready and for his 
hands. —Scribner.
A Torpedo-Boat.
The second exhibition of the Hardy 
torpedo-boat took place at Pamrapo, 
N. J., in the presence of numerous 
naval officers and representatives of 
foreign governments, and was a com­
plete success—the operator directing 
the movements of the destructive boat 
half a mile at sea by means of an elec­
tric current, transmitted through a wire 
unreeling from the stern of the craft. 
This formidable opponent of the heavy 
■ronclads is an iron shell, cigar-like iu 
form, and tapering at both ends to a 
point. In the shell are three chambers. 
That in the bow is prepared to hold 
dynamite, which will be exploded either 
by percussion or an electric spark. The 
central chamber of the shell contains 
tanks of carbonic acid and the engine 
which propels the torpedo. This en­
gine is driven by the expansive force of 
carbonic acid gas generated under pres­
sure in the tanks, and drives a screw- 
propeller. In the chamber in the stern 
of the shell is a reel of insulated wire 
connected with a battery on shore. By 
touching different keys of this battery 
the torpedo is put in motion, turned to 
the right or left, backed or stopped, as 
desired. A spark from this battery can 
also be used to explode the torpedo, 
if explosion by contact is not found to 
be the better method. The length of 
the shell is aboxit twelve feet, and its 
greatest diameter nearly eighteen inches. 
At 1.30 o ’clock the signal was given and 
the torpedo was gently lowered to the 
water. It was nearly submerged by its 
own weight. Little red pennants floated 
from slender rods at the bow and stern. 
Hardy, the inventor of the torpedo, who 
has worked for more than twenty years, 
struggling against discouragements of 
every kind, in order to perfect his in­
vention, manipulated the keys of the 
battery. The boat rested for an in­
stant quietly, and then Hardy touched a 
key of the battery. A sharp hiss of es­
caping gas followed. The water bub­
bled under the stern of the torpedo and 
the blades of the screw began to churn 
the water. The torpedo moved for­
ward, at first slowly, then faster and 
faster, heading straight out to sea, and 
cutting through the water like a rocket. 
A broad ripple extending many yards on 
both sides marked its course. It 
swerved from side to side in response to 
the various keys of the battery, the trail­
ing wire running off the reel like a long j 
serpent. Half a mile out Hardy pressed i 
another key and the boat stopped short. 
Then it began to turn slowly to the left, 
and swung around with a grand sweep, 
under perfect control. The torpedo 
was out of sight under water, but the 
line of the little flags at her bow and 
stern marked her motions perfectly. 
Coming up from her sweep to the left, 
she described a corresponding circle to I 
the right, and returned to the same 
point, having cut a figure eight on the J 
water. Then she shot backward and j 
forward, as Hardy touched the keys, j 
“ Let her go at full speed, Hardy,”  e x -! 
claimed a delighted stockholder. The j 
torpedo obediently started off, hissing 
through the water, while a slender jet of 
spray forced by the escaping gas 
through a hole in the bark of the shell, 
drenched the little flag in the stern as 
it fell. The spurt of the torpedo ended, 
it turned docilely and headed for the 
wharf. The little flag at the bow was 
seen plainer and plainer. The bow was 
driven under water, but the stern rose 
above the surface as the reel of wire 
uncoiled. Near the wharf the hissing 
gas was shut off. The shell shot on 
with its own momentum and came 
quietly to a stop at its starting place.
A Novel Way of Destroying Sharks, 
Best of all modes of shark chase, be- ! 
cause most scientific, and consequently 
mostj amusing, is that recently adopted 
in her majesty’s navy, of combining tor­
pedo drill with shark fishery. A minia­
ture torpedo is inclosed in a bait of 
junk or pork, and lowered with proper 
care. The battery is duly charged, and 
at the moment when the huge fish seizes 
—and as a pike fisher would say, 
“ pouches”—the tempting morsel, the 
circuit is completed. The effect is in­
stantaneous. The head and jaws of the 
monster are blown into fragments, and a 
bubbling circle in the water marks the 
spot where a few seconds before his 
dorsal fin was showing above the sur­
face.—London News.
F a ce  to  F a c e  w ith  D is e a s e .
How often it happens that although we have 
witnessed the ravages of disease in the case of 
others, we disregard his warning signals in our 
own. It is only when we find him face to face 
with us that we really perceive how grim he is. 
Then, perchance, when it is too late, medicinal 
aid is sought. His avant courier, his forerun­
ner, is physical weakness. Fortify the system, 
and you are armed against him. The finest 
tonic for this purpose is Hcstotter’s Stomach 
Bitters, which renders digestion easy aud com­
plete, nourishes the system, improves the ap­
petite, gives strength-yielding sleep, counter­
acts biliousness, and keeps the bowels in first- 
rate order. Leanness, and unnatural wanness 
and sallowness of the face, are obviated by it, 
and so genial and beneficent are its effects, 
that not only is the body invigorated and rogu- 
ated by its use, but despondency banished 
lrom the mind.
Published testimony establishes the fact that 
Scovill’s Blood and Liver Sirup is a sterling 
remedy for scrofulous and syphilitic disorders 
of a formidable type. Also that it cures white 
swellings, carbuncles, eruptive maladies of all 
kinds, gout and rheumatism. It, moreover, 
promotes a secretion and flow of healthy bile 
and directs it into the proper channels. The 
deplorable ailments produced by m**- y are 
also remedied by It Druggist* sol
To pi cause and wmteu the iee* v |
the breath, use Brown’B 
ceoaa Dsntifrioe. Twenr
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, in his leo, 
ture on “  The wastes and burdens<of society,- 
claims ‘ 1 man’s natural life to be eighty years’ 
and as the average life is but thirty-three 
years, there must be a waste of forty-seven 
years." There is much of truth in this state­
ment. If a man be unfortunate in business, it 
is attributed to the violation of some commer­
cial law. Now, if a person be taken off in the 
prime of life, ought it not to be attributed to 
the violation of some physiological law ? If 
people only knew better, they would live better 
and longer ; but how can they profit by that 
which they know not of ? The only popular 
work that meets this great want is Dr. Pierce’s 
Common Sense Medical Adviser. In it the 
great problems of disease and health are fully 
discussed. The work contains over 900 pages 
and 250 colored plates and wood-cuts. Price, 
$1.50 (postpaid). Address the author, R. V. 
Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.
Persons annoyed by water leaks of any kind, 
whether about roofs or any other place — no 
matter whore — oaii save dollars by repairing 
them themselves with a 50c. or 75o. can of Van- 
dervoort’s Flexible Cement. Sold by hardware 
and paint supply stores. Send stamp for de. 
scriptive circular to Vandervoort,116th st. N. Y.
An Irishman called at a drug store to get a 
bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment for the 
rheumatism. The druggist asked him in what 
part of the body it troubled him most. “  Be 
me soul ” said iie “  I have it in every houl and 
comer of me.”
For loss of oud, horn ail, red water in cows, 
loss of appetite, rot, or murrain in sheep ; thick 
wind, broken wind and roaring, and for all ob­
structions of the kidneys in horses, use Sheri­
dan’s Cavalry Condition Powders. Don’t buy 
a large pack of worthless powder.
For an irritated throat, cough or cold, 
“  Brown’s Bronchial Troches ” are offered with 
the fullest confidence m their efficacy. They 
maintain the good reputation they have justly 
acquired. 25 cts. a box.
T o  O ur K eadert).
The attention of all our readers is called to 
the attractive advertisement of J. L. Patton & 
Co., 47 Barclay Street, New York, who gener­
ously offer to send a beautiful Chromo Motto. 
6x17 inches in size, to all who Bend 25 cents 
for a three months’ subscription to their new 
illustrated magazine.
A wonderful discovery. Freckles, Pimples, 
Moth, Sallowness, Tan, Black Heads, Flesh 
Worms, Blotches, Rough Skin, etc., positively 
cured by Mrs. Shaw’s Moth and Freckle Lo­
tion. By druggists, $1. Particulars free. Ad­
dress Mrs. Dr. L. K. Shaw, 140 E. 28th St., N. 
Y. Mrs. Shaw’s Liver Pill — best in the world
We beg to call the attention of our readers to 
the advertisement of Horace Waters & Sons, 
o f New York city. They are offering special 
inducements for the holidays. Their pianos 
and qrgans cannot be excelled for purity of 
tone and elasticity of touch. Catalogues aud 
prices will be mailed free on application.
If you want the best fruit and flower paper 
send one dollar to the Fruit Recorder and Cot­
tage Gardener, Rochester, N. Y., now, for 1879, 
and you get last throe months of 1878 or a 
beautiful fruit or flower chromo, 13 by 16 
inches, free. Specimens free. Liberal terms 
to club agents.
For upwards of thirty years Mrs. WINSLOW’S 
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children 
with never failing sucoess. It corrects acidity 
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates 
the bowels, ourea dysentery and diarrhoea, 
whether arising from teething or other causes. 
An old and weu-triod remedy. 25 cts. a bottle.
CHEW
The Celebrated 
“ M a t c h l e s s ”
Wood Tag Plug 
T o b a c c o ,
T h e  P io h k e b  T o b a cc o  C o m p a n y ,
New Sorb, Boston, and Chicago.
Hon. 0. B. Parsons, mayor of Rochester, was 
radically oared of Bright’s Disease by Craig’s 
Kidney Cure. Depot 42 University PI., N. Y.
Not lowest priced, poorest and dearest, but 
highest priced, best and cheapest; this is what 
is claimed for the Masou & Hamlin Cabinet 
Organs.
Chew Jackson’s Best Bweet Navy Tobacco
I M P O R T A N T  N U T IC K .—F a r m e r s , F a n c ­
ies and Others oan purchase no Rem edy equal to D r 
TO BIA S’ VE N E TIA N  LIN IM E N T for the cure of 
Cholera, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Oronp, Ooiio and Sea­
sickness, taken internally (it is perfectly harm less; see 
oath accompanying each bottle) and externally for 
Chromo Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Sore 
Throat, Outs, Burns, Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito 
Bites, Old 8ores, Pains in Limbs, Back and Ohest. The 
VE N ETIAN  LIN IM E N T was introduced in 1847, and 
no one who has nsed it but continues to do so. many 
stating if it was Ten Dollars a K u f «  the* would not 
be witnont it. Thousands o f Oertmoates oan be seen 
at the Depot, speaking of its wonderful curative proper­
ties. Sola by the Druggists at 4 0  c t « .  D epot 4 2  
Murray St.. New York.
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' A Co., Card M’f ’ re, H arrisburg, p a Send for 1
IIE S ill liU!
F i r s t  E s t a b l i s h e d  ! M o s t  S u c c e s s f u l !
THEIR INSTRUMENTS liaveu standard 
value in all the
LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD?
Everywhere recognized as the FINEST  
IN TONE.
O V E R  8 0 , 0 0 0
M a d e  a n d  In  u s e .  New Designs constantly. 
Best wogk and lowest prices.
J8fo“ Send for a Catalogue.
tent 51, op;, Wafa 51, Mu, fa,
D A  U N  Y O R K
S T O C K I N G S .  
M end Y o u r  Old C lo th ed .
A  new and simple invention 
to the rescue. Housewives, 
take the stitch in time that 
saves nine ! ;Try R o s e ’ s 
N am e  W r it in g , I a n  c y 
St it c h in g  and  D arn ing  
A t ta c h m e n t . Uosta only 8  I .
1 Address R. M. ROSE. Room 
S  4 Sun Building, New York.
NEWSPAPERS and MAGAZINES
at club rates. Time, trouble and expense saved by sub­
scribing through the Rocky Mountain Subscription 
Agency, which furnishes any paper (except local) pub­
lished in t-he United States. Musical Instruments, Sew- 
ing Machines of all kinds, (Jhromos, Frames, Sewing 
Machine Needles and Attachments at reduced prices. 
I will also furnish Books o f all kinds at lowest prices.
Rocky Mountain Stereoscopic Views
a specialty. D on ’ t fail to write at once for our circulars. 
Agents can make big money. Address
JA M K S TO R R K N 8, Rvans, Oolo.
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion 
Sour Stomach, Sick Headache. 
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
HIST0RY**™W0RLD
It oontains 6 7 2  fine histories 1 engravings and 1 2 6 0  
large double-oolumn pages, and is the most com plete 
History o f  the W orld  ever published. It  sells at sight. 
Send for specimen pages and extra terms to Agents
m o  iAddress, N A TIO N A L P U B L ISH IN G CO .
Philadelphia, Pa.
TJCCESSFUL FOLKS.
Matthew Hale Smith’s new book.
1000 Prominent persons—men and women 
analyzed. H te e l P o r t r n U *  o f  A .  T .  
S T T I W A U T  V A N D E R B I L T ,  w I B  W  B E N N E TT,E tc . The
sensation o f  the season. Now is the time for AfiFMTS to secure territory. Address for n  vs i i  ' agency circulars and terms, 
A M E R I C A N  P D B L 1 N B I N 6  C O ..  
__________________________ H a r t f o r d ,  C o n n ,
WARNER BRO'S CORSETS
received t!»c Highest Me da i alt ho recent
PARIS EXPOSITION,
o v er  a l l  Am erican com petitor* . The!?* 
PLKXIULK HIP COKSKT (12o .lon er ) 
fi18 w ith  p erfect ea se , an t {» n  ’.R- 
r a n t e d  n ot to  Wreak d ow n  over -i • L’ip a  
T h e ir  HEALTH CORSET w i .h itn Im ­
p ro v e d  B u 8 t , is n o w  a fnroatt-r fnvori*u 
than o ver. T h eir N UH8ING CORBET Is 
th e d e lig h t o f  every  m oth er.
For «»ale by all lead in g  m erchants.
WARNER BROS.. 351 Broadway, N.Y.
W A N T E D ! AGEN TS So STTHE  
L A W S  O F  I I U 8 I N E H 8 .
With fu ll  directions and fo rm s -for all Transactions, in 
every Slate o f  the Union.
B y  T H E O P H I L .U S  P A R S O N S , L L .  D .
A Book  f o r  E v e r y b o d y . Explaining the rights 
duties, and obligations of all the relations o f  life, as well 
as every kind o f  contract and legal obligation.
A  correct, economical. and sa fe Counselor and adviser. 
Giving directions for every proceeding, ana showing 
how to draw and execute every kind o f  legal instru­
ment. The only reliable Book o f  its kind.
Send for descriptive circulars and terms,
» .  8 .  H C R A N T O N  A  C O . ,  H a n f o r d ,  C o n n
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
D monstrated best by H IG H E ST H ON ORS A T ALA 
W O R L D ’ S E X PO SITIO N S FO R  T W E L V E  YEARtiL 
viz: at P a r ib , 1867; VIENNA, 1873 ; 8 a n TIA<K>, 187fe 
P h ii .a d e l p h ia ,1876: P a b ib , 1878; and G r a n d  Sw e d im  
GOLD M e d a l , 1878. Only Am enoan Organs e v «  
awarded highest honors at any suoh. Sold for cash of 
installments. Il l u s t r a t e d  Ca t a l o g u e s  and Circa 
lars with new styles And prioes, Bent free. MASON J 
IIAM LIN  O RG AN  OO , Boston, New York or Ohicago
Makes a delicious diet, oan be used with or without 
m ilk; makes custards, puddings, —highly appreci­
ated by the sick. W O O LR IC H  & OO. on label.
EM BO SSED P IC TU R ES
For Deoorating and Fancy Work. Finest stock import­
ed, including Flowers, Birds, Heads, Leaves, InBec’ s, 
Figures, Ac. 7 sheets for 30c., 12 for S0c., 20 or 3o for $1.00. 
Catalogue of 1000 Bbeeta, 3c. Agents tcanted. Stamps 
taken. F. T R IF B T , 6 1  Court Street, Boston, Mass.
'AGENTS, READ T H IS !
W e will pay Agents a Salary o f $100 per month and 
expenses, or allow a large commission to sell onr new 
And wonderful inventions. HY mean tchal tee say. 
Sample free. Address,
MHJBKM AN  A  C O ., M a r a  ha l l ,  M ic h .
DYKES' WEARD ELFXiPA U owlerfui y. Fv>r.«, h*»*y Hwsls.'V
area 6# sB.r.otk from ^oJOdsn. Th»-.cal* (Vbai riffnsl, a*yj sV»o*» a pm,t
pQS'ilUiirjur? to iKeek.n. «
w***^4.3'**-;? Mrs*. L.L.FMITOa»GO,6o.# A* tA.FivULUM.Li. Aii«iwi«M....w w
T r i p  I FIN E ST IN D U A L IT Y . LO W EST 
I i  T *n Pric*. Best opportunity for club
1 L a S  s agents and large buyers. All express
______ charges paid. New terms free.
T H E  CA N TON  T E A  C O M PA N Y .
1 4 8  Chambers Street. New York. P. O. Box 8 7 2 .
8  I 2 »  t o  544 00—factory prices— 
highest honors—Mathnsek’s scale 
for squares— finest upright* in 
America—over 12,000 in nse—regularly incorporated 
M fg  Co.—Pianos sent on trial—48-page catalogue free 
Mendelssohn Piano C o., 21 E. 16th Street, N . Y.
(M lURINATION Dinner, B’ kPst and Ten
Kj  Sets, 100 pieces, 8 1 4 .  Fine Engraved G oblets »  » 
a doz. Ivory-handled Table Knives, 8 6  a doz. H ouse 
Furnishing complete. Goods boxed free. 60-page Price 
List free. B itn e fo rd . Cooper Institute. N. Y. city.
invested in Wall » t .  Stocks make* 
fortunes every month. Book sent 
free explaining everything.
Address B A X T E R  A O O ., Bankers, 17  Wall St., N .Y
JV IN .8 ’  P a t e n t  H n l r - f r l m p e r s !  Sample Box 5 0  cte. Retailers supplied by any W holesale Notion 
House in the United States. Send for circulars Mann- 
faotnred only by E. I v inr. 2DQ.1 N. Fifth St.. Phil a. .P a.
Learn Telegraphy and 
earn 8 4 0  to 5* tO O  a
PIANOS
$10 to $1000
Y O U N G  M EN
K month. Everv vradna te a,
uation
ZI!L1
I  1  N  Encyclopedia is the best.
J  U  Two M edals, Paris. 1878. 
■ ■ Selling better than ever. 
L I L f  A g ’ ts write to  T. Kl l w o o d  
™  ^  Z e l l , D a v is  & C o ., Phila.
KIDDER'S PASTILLES.!,
OPIUMH a b i t  & : S k in  D is e a s e s .  Thor ands cured. Lowest Prices- D o not fatl to write. D r.F.E.M areh,Quincy,M ich.
S3S(| A  M O N T H —A g e n t s  vVuui e«t—.86 b e a t1 selling articles in the world ; one sample frhe. t  Address J A Y  BRONBON, Detroit, Mich.
$7 A OAK to a s s c u i o a o tor cue i l r r u l u  V is i t o r .  Term s and Outfit Free. Address P. O . V IC K E R Y , Augusta, Maine
BIG4 P A  V .— With brenoil Outfits. W hat coets 4  ■ cts. sell3 rapidly for 5 0  eta. Catalogue f r e e  R 8. M. Sp e n c e r , 1 1 2  W ash’n St.,Boston,Mas.
Something N ew  for Agents
warded in every village, address Box 7 8 S ,  New Yor
AG K N T 8  W A N T E D .—For the best and fastest-selling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prioes reduced 3 3  per cent. Address NAT. PU B. OO.. F h l l u . ,  J*n. 
Prof. Johnson’s Bon X pays salary and commission. Send 
tamp tor c irculars. 0 2 .5  I.afnyette Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y . 
<1 I E K A 8 K R  takes Writing from paper instantly. 
K  l I Q cts. Box, postpaid. H , Box 4 4  , Y apliank .N .Y .
‘ i l l P F R F I  I I OI I Q H A U L  RE M O V E D . Circularo u r e n r l u u u o  {ree s  o  u p h a m , ptuiad'a.
K  Y V , Y e a r  t  V i s i t i n g  C u r d * .  S e n d  3  c t .  s ta m p  
t<'r samples.  J .  M 1 N K L K K  A OO,,  Nassau. N.Y
^ 0 0 0 0 *  Y E A R . l lo w io M n h r  tt. .Vets jtgtma 
6 0 K  *  YONGE, S t. Louis. Mrs.
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FARM, GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
Direction)* for P riintn a,
M. Du Boreuil, in a work ou pruning 
and training fruit trees published in 
France, lays down the following rules 
based on the fundamental principles un­
derlying the whole method :
1. The permanency of form in trained 
trees is dependent on the equal diffusion 
of sap.
2. Prune the. strong branches short 
but allow the weak ones to grow long.
3. Depress the strong parts of the 
tree, and elevate the weak branches.
4. Suppress the useless buds on the 
strong prrts as soon as possible, and as 
late as possible on the weak parts.
5. Nail up the strong parts very early, 
and very close to the wall.
6. Delay nailing the weak parts as 
long as possible.
7. Suppress a number of leaves on 
the strong side, and leave them on the 
weak side.
8. Allow ae large a quantity of fruit as 
possible on the strong side, and suppress 
all upon the weak side.
9. Bring forward the weak side from 
the wall, and keep the strong side close 
to it.
10. The sap develops the branches 
much more vigorously upon a branch cut 
short than upon one left long.
11. The more the sap is retarded in 
its circulation, the less wood and the 
more fruit-buds will develop.
12. To retard excessive growth, either 
during autumn root-prune, or remove 
the trees, or in the spring expose the 
roots to the sun, and keep manure and 
water from them ; retarding the exces­
sive vigor of the tree leads to its fruit­
bearing.
13. Keep the fruits as far a„ possible 
vertical, and their stems lowermost.
14. Let the leaves lap over the fruit 
till nearly ripe, when the light as well 
as heat must be allowed to bear on the 
fruit.
Poultry N o tes.
Keep a barrel in the hen-yard. Clean 
the hen-houses weekly, and throw 
manure into the barrel—then cover with 
a layer of dry soil or muck.
Flour of sulphur, dredged freely 
among the feathers of chickens or fowls 
that are afflicted with vermin, will 
cleanse them as if by magic. A very 
simple and inexpensive treatment to re­
move a great pest.
The average chemical composition of 
the flesh of poultry, when fit for the 
market, in 100 parts is seventy-four 
parts water, twenty-one parts nitroge­
nous or flesh-forming, three and eight- 
tenths parts fat and one and two-tenths 
half of salt.
A breeder of poultry says: “ Every 
spring I  procure a quantity of cedar 
boughs and scatter them plentifully in 
and around the hen-house. This is all 
that is necessary, as the odor of cedar 
keeps away lice. This remedy is cheap, 
simple and effective, and is well worth 
trying.”
Doctoring chickens is a poor business 
at the best. It is true that valuable ma­
ture fowls are worth saving if they fall 
ill, when we know what their trouble is, 
and have a remedy for the malady they 
may be suffering with. But the attempt 
to doctor sick young chickens will 
scarcely pay. I f the birds do not grow 
thriftily in the first three or four months 
after hatching they will never pay for 
the raising for any purpose.
A correspondent of the Country Gen­
tleman gives the following recipe for 
keeping eggs through winter, and says: 
“  It has never failed during the twenty- 
five years that I  have used it. It is 
simply to set the eggs on end as soon as 
gathered and keep them in a cool place. 
I  have kept eggs laid in September un­
til April, and they were just as nice to 
fry with ham, or any other use as new 
eggs. There is no use of any pickle. 
If the eggs are good and fresh when 
put in position, they will be good all 
winter.”
W in t e r  M a n a g e m e n t  o f  P la n ts .
As there have been so many inquiries 
about the care of plants in the home, 
and they are such an unceasing source 
of delight to me, I will tell how I man­
age mine with perfect success. My 
large geraniums of last winter I put, 
early in June, into the border, and at 
the same time put well-wooded slips into 
wet land, and after three weeks, into 
the pots they are now in, and they are 
large slips, and I have had to pick buds 
off, though it does seem sacrilegious. 
My calla, fuchsias, oxalis, etc., I  gave a 
long rest, only giving water enough to 
keep alive, and transplanted in Septem­
ber. My calla I  treated in this way : 
Put charcoal for drainage, one pint hen 
manure, and fill up the pot with ground 
from the woods, and its large green 
leaves insure me that I have made no 
mistake. Pelargoniums the same as 
geraniums, if they were not so shy of 
their lovely blossoms. Carnations I 
have taken just from the border, and 
they have grown very thrifty, and I 
love them dearly; perhaps because they 
were always my mother’s favorites. 
Begonias weltenisis I  cut back in June, 
transplanted, and they are beginning to 
bloom. There has been so little said 
in the home about ornamenting our 
houses with ivies, I cannot refrain from 
giving my plan. Nothing canjbe prettier 
than dainty coliseum ivy for a baskets, 
and the large-leaved ivies fill a place 
nothing else can. I give them plenty 
of water and sunshine, all summer, and 
they will be fresh and green all winter 
without much of either; and can be 
twined over any defect, and add to the 
beauty of any spot. Hovas are fine for 
twining on pictures, but are such 
exotics that they need the warmest nook. 
— M r s .  P .  S m y t l i e , i n  I n t e r - O c e a n .
A s p a r a g u s  an d  R hub arb .
W. D, Philbrick, writing in the Ameri­
can Cultivator, says: “ After the frost 
has killed the leaves of the rhubarb and 
the stems of asparagus, it is a good plan 
to clean up the bed and give it a good
dressing of manure. To be sure, this 
can be done in the spring, but the spring 
is usually a very busy season in the gar­
den, and time as well as manure is more 
in demand then for other things. More­
over, the manure applied now becomes 
thoroughly incorporated with the soil 
by the winter rains, and is all ready for 
the early stalks of these vegetables in 
the spring. The method I generally 
follow is to clear off the stems and other 
rubbish from the bed and then run a 
small plow on each side of the rows 
lightly, so as to disturb the roots as lit­
tle as may be; the manure, which may 
be rather coarse, is then spread along 
the furrows and covered by turning the 
loam back with the plow. A liberal 
dressing of ten cords or more per acre 
is needed by these vegetables to insure 
a good crop. If it is desired to plant a 
new bed of rhubarb it may be done in 
the fall, though the spring is preferable. 
The rows are usually made three and a 
half feet apart and a good dressing of 
manure applied in the furrow. The old 
roots are out up so as to have one or two 
eyes to each piece or set, and these are 
planted about three feet apart in the 
rows. A few may be expected to fall, 
and will need replanting in May, when 
the missing places can be seen. If plant­
ed in Bpring it is a little less likely to 
miss growing evenly. Asparagus Is al­
ways planted in spring.”
Corns.
Corns are nothing more than thick 
ened, condensed scarf-skin, which, ris- 
J ing above the general surface, produce 
pain and pressure. They are always 
the result of an unequal pressure, made 
by an ill-fitting shoe or boot. A tight 
shoe, simply, never produced a corn, 
provided the shoo fit well, was equally 
tight at all points, so as not to produce 
unequal pressure. A tight shoe, how­
ever, should never be worn, as it im­
pedes circulation and causes results 
equally as bad as corns. A shoe or boot 
too large, is productive of corns, especi­
ally if the leather is hard and unyield­
ing. Such a shoe will be very apt to 
produce a corn wherever it touches sen­
sitive parts of the foot. The proper 
way is to have boots and shoes made 
to fit neither too large or too small, but 
just right—and then, bathe the feet fre­
quently in warm water, to remove the 
scarf-skin. This is the best cure, also, 
for corns. Bathe the feet every night 
in warm water, and remove all the scarf- 
skin possible, and wear only well-fitting 
shoes or boots, made of soft, pliable 
leather. Ignore fashion, and use com­
mon sense in selecting your shoes or 
boots, and corns will never trouble you. 
—Aclviser.
Tigers at Auction.
A score or more of men assembled in 
the menagerie in Central park, New 
York. The king of beasts resented the 
intrusion and roared with such force 
that he shook down the monkeys who 
were hanging by their tails from the 
wires of a cage in another building. 
The monkeys rubbed their heads and 
chattered till they aroused the bald 
eagles. The eagles screamed so loud 
that the red little birds in another cage 
were terrified into a pale pink, and the 
one-legged -storks, who were standing 
around and speculating on the length of 
time the seals could stay under water, 
actually went so far as to let down an­
other leg from underneath their feathers, 
and looked as though they were going 
to move into different tracks for the 
winter. While this commotion was 
going on without, the noises within the 
room of cages had become bewildering 
and almost deafening. The Bengal 
tiger, presumably a royal one, seconded 
the lion’s objections to the intrusion. 
The hyenas pawed up supposititious 
graves and laughed fiendishly. The 
panthers slid their sleek hides around 
over their bone work and gave forth 
deep gutturals. The lionesses put in 
their roar and the sun bear fondled 
his paw with increased industry, and 
gavej forth a sound as though he were 
winding himself up to join in the gener­
al outcry. And the black wolf stood on 
his hind claws, pointed his nose toward 
the zenith and howled dismally. The 
other animals stopped to listen to him, 
and he stopped for the reason that he 
only started because the rest of them 
were making noises.
Then Auctioneer Burdett said : 
“ Gentlemen, the two tigers iD those 
cages yonder and the one up in that 
cage, will be sold by order of the col­
lector of customs. The terms are cash. 
What do I  hear for the three tigers ?”
Calvin Witty started them at $20. 
John Nathan, in behalf of Barnum, bid 
$30. The tigers leaped to $70 by ten 
dollar jumps, when Robert Robertson 
bid $80 for the three. They rapidly 
went up to $210, where they hung for 
some time and then wont as high as 
$250, at which figure they were sold to 
Mr. Robertson.
A Romance of the Press.
A gentleman of talents and means is 
connected with the press on the Pacific 
coast. At the house of a friend, newly 
arrived, he saw an album filled with por­
traits. The editorial gentleman was at­
tracted by tbe picture of a New York 
lady. A correspondence was opened, 
portraits exchanged, an engagement 
entered into, and a contract of marriage 
made before either had seen the other. 
The gentleman showed that he meant 
business by sending on a royal sum to 
pay expenses. The lady showed her 
pluck by setting out for the land of gold, 
all alone, for husband and a home 3,000 
miles away. The parties met at Ogden 
and exchanged salutations. The lady 
found her expectations more than met, 
as her intended weighed oVer 200 pounds. 
The couple reached the coast in the even­
ing and were married the same night. 
As may be presumed, so excellent, a 
business man did not fail to have a 
dominie engaged for the arrival. There 
was no bridal tour, as the ante-nuptial 
ride of the bride was sufficient.— “  Bur­
leigh’s ”  New York Letter.
The American Reindeer.
The artist, Mr. C. C. Ward, has a 
paper in Scribner on “  Caribou-Hunt­
ing,”  from which we quote as follows : 
The animal is very compact in form, 
possessed of great speed and endurance, 
and is a very Ishmaelite in its wander­
ing habits ; changing, as the pest of flies 
draws near, from the low-lying swamps 
and WDods where its principal article of 
diet, the Cladonia rangeferina, or rein­
deer lichen, abounds, to the highest 
mountain. fastnesses ; then again as the 
cold nights give warning of the chang­
ing season, descending to the plains.
Horns are common to both sexes, but 
the boras of the bucks are seldom car­
ried later than the month of December, 
while the does carry theirs all winter, 
and use them to defend the fawns 
against the attacks of the bucks. Both 
sexes use their hoofs to clear away the 
snow in searching for mosses on the 
barrens. In their biennial migrations 
they form weil defined tracks or paths, 
along which the herds travel in Indian 
file. I have often studied their habits 
on the extensive caribou barrens between 
New river and the head of Lake Utopia, 
in Charlotte county, New Brunswick. 
These barrens are about sixteen miles 
in extent, and marked with well-defined 
trails, over which the animals were con­
stantly passing and re-passing, here and 
there spending a day where the lichens 
afforded good living, then away again 
on their never-enuing wanderings.
A friend of mine, who visited New­
foundland on an exploring expedition, 
informs me that there the caribou holds 
almost exclusive domain over an un­
broken wilderness of nearly thirty thou­
sand square miles, in a country wonder­
fully adapted to his habits, and 
bountifully supplied with his favorite 
food—the reindeer lioheu.
The caribou is possessed of much 
curiosity, and does not readily take alarm 
at what he sees. Where his haunts 
have been unmolested, he will uncon­
cernedly trot up within range of the 
rifle. I am inclined to believe that a 
great deal of this apparent fearlessness 
is due to defective vision. If this is so, he 
is compensated by having a marvelous 
gift of scent, quite equal, if not supe­
rior, to that of the moose. And well 
for the caribou that he is thus gifted. 
The wolf follows the herds throughout 
all their wanderings. On the plains or 
on the hills, where the poor oaribou re­
tire to rear their young, he is constantly 
lurking near, ready to pounce on any 
straggler, or—if in sufficient numbers 
—to boldly attack the herd.
The woodland caribou is very swift, 
and cunning in devices to escape his 
pursuers; his gait is a long swinging 
trot, which he performs with his head 
erect and sent up, and there is no ani­
mal of the deer tribe that affords better 
sport or more delicious food when cap­
tured. The wandering habits of the 
caribou make it very uncertain where 
one will fall in with him, even in his ac­
customed and well-known haunts. When 
once started, the chase is sure to be a 
long cne, and its results. doubtful—in 
fact so muclYso that an old hunter sel­
dom follows up a retreating herd, but 
resorts to strategy and tries to head 
them off, or at once proceeds by the 
shortest way to some other barren in 
hopes of finding them there.
The caribou is very fond of the water, 
is a capital swimmer, and in jumping he 
is more than the equal of any other 
deer. His adventurous disposition, no 
doubt, in some degree influences the 
geographical distribution of the species. 
In the month of December. 1877, a cari­
bou was discovered floating out to sea 
on a cake of ice near Dalhousie, on the 
Restigouche river in New Brunswick, 
and was captured alive by some men 
who put off to him in a boat.
It is said that in very severe seasons 
large numbers of caribou cross from 
Labrador to Newfoundland on the ice. 
His admirably-constructed hoof, with its 
sharp, shell-like, cutting edges, enables 
him to cross the icy floes ; when travel­
ing in deep snow, its lateral expansion 
prevents him from sinking.
FAITH,
H o p e  an d  C h arity  ”  is a beautiful illuminated Motto, just j 
published, and sent postpaid to every 3 months’ subscriber to I 
L eisu re 11 on rn at 25 cents (send silver, stamps or currency). 
Motto, size 6x17 inohes, is printed in Oil Colors ; the words 
egantly entwined with Calla l Alien, Forget-me-nots, Lil- 
the Valley, Pansies, Wheat-heads and Grasses, hand-
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somely printed in Oil Colors, rivaling nature in their beauty; words fail to give a full description of its 
beauty. This Motto Is worthy to  adorn any home, and will be considered oheap at 50 cents ; but the pub­
lishers, desiring to introduce their new Magazine, Leleure H o u r * ,  offer every three months’ subscriber 
the Motto FREE. L e le u r e  H o u r s  is the name of a monthly Magazine (recently ohanged lrom a 16-page 
paper), filled with illustrated artioles of Plaoe, Travel, Biography, Stories, Poetry, etc., by the ablest 
writers. This iz the cheapest Magazine published—quality and quantity of matter considered—it having 
120 colnmne, with handsome oover each issue. The excellent illustrations combined with the choice quail-1 
ty of matter renders L eleu re  H ou rs  a great favorite with all. Price $1.00 per year; 50 cents for six 
months; 25 cents for three m onths; 10 cents per number. Agents wanted in every place. Pianos Organs I 
Gold and Silver Watches, Sewing Machines, eto., to the amount of $ 3 , 0 0 0  in prizes given free to Agents’ 
besides large commissions. Complete outfit 25 cents. Canada Subscribers must send 5 cents extra for 
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W i y !
G e n tle
W o m e n
Who want glossy, luxuriant 
and wavy tresses of abundant, 
beautiful H a i r  must u se  
LYON’S KATHAIRON. This 
elegant, cheap article always 
makes the Hair grow freely 
and fast, keeps it from falling 
out, arrests and cures gray­
ness, removes dandruff and 
itching, m a k e s  t h e  H a i r  
strong, giving it a curling 
tendency and keeping it in 
any desired position. Beau­
tiful, healthy Hair is the sure 
result of using Kathairon.
T H E  L I G H T  R U M N l f l C
NEW HOME
Is the Dsehi, L n te s t  I m p r o v e d ,  and most T h o r ,  
a u g h iy  C o n s t r u c t e d
Sewing Machine
e v e r  in v e n t e d .  It is
N O I S E L E S S ,  and has more P O I N T S  o f  E X ­
C E L L E N C E  than all other Machines combined.
I 3 T A G E N T 8  W A N T E D  in localities where we 
are not represented.
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO.,
3 0  U n io n  S q u a r e , N e w  Y o r k ,
O r a n g e ,  M a s s . ,  P i t t s b u r g ,  P a , ,  C h ic a g o ,  II I ., 
________________S t .  L o u is ,  M o .__________________ _
K M  TMISHIFT,
Daily1,and Weekly, Quarto, 
B O S T O N , M ass.
The largest, Cheapest and Best Family NewzpaDfii 
in New England. Edited with special reference to  she 
varied tastes and requirements of the home circle. AI 
the foreign and local news published promptly.
Daily Transcript, $ 1 0  per annum in advance.
Weekly “  $ 2  “  “  “
(5 copies to one address,) $ . 7 5 0  po- 
aosuiQ in adyanoe.
S E N D  FOR, S A M P L E  C O P T .
Churches in New York.
A metropolitan paper says: New 
York has not so many churches as is 
generally supposed. The common no­
tion of the number is about 500, which 
would not be many for a city containing 
over 1,000,000 people. While churches 
have steadily increased here, it is 
thought by many of the orthodox that 
they have not increased nearly so rapidly 
as they shquld have done; not, indeed, 
in proportion to the growing population 
of the metropolis. The churches at 
present number 375, divided among the 
following sects : Protestant Episcopal, 
seventy-three; Roman Catholic, fifty - 
four; Methodist Episcopal, fifty; Pres­
byterian, forty-one; Baptist, thirty-one; 
Jews, twenty-five ; Lutheran, twenty- 
one; Dutch Reformed, twenty; African 
Methodist Episcopal, nine; United 
Presbytorian, seven; Congregational, 
six; Reformed Presbyterian, five; Uni- 
versalist, five; Unitarian, four; Friends, 
three; miscellaneous,twenty-one; among 
the last, one True Dutch Reformed, one 
Swedenborgian, one Greek Catholic. It 
often has been said that there is a mosque 
here, and also a Josh temple to which 
Mohammedans and the Chinese resort ; 
but this seems to be one of the facts of 
imagination that so abound nowadays. 
There may be a place where the Manhat­
tan Celestials worship, but it is not worthy 
the name of a temple. The churches give, 
according to the population, about one 
to every 2,800 inhabitants; but a very 
large proportion of these do not attend 
church at all. It is said that there are in 
the city well-nigh 2,000 licensed liquor or 
beer shops, or one to every 500 of the 
population, which would go to show that 
bodily thirst for alcoholic or malt liquors 
is nearly six times as great as hunger of 
the soul. But in great cities the worst 
is always on the surface, and appear­
ances frequently fail to represent reality.
A  C R E A f  O F F E R  F O R
H OLIDAYS!
W e  w i l l  d u r in g  th e  H O L I D A Y S  dispone o f  1 OO 
P I A N O S  a n d  O R G A N S , a t  E x t r a o ^ l s i a r y  
L o w  p r i c e s  l o r  c a s h -  S p le n d id  O R G A N S  £  3 -  
5  s e t s  o f r e e d s  $ 0 5 ,  3  s e t s  w it h  s u b  B a s s  a n d  
C o u p le r  $ 8 0 ,  2  s e ts  $ 5 0 , 1  s e t  S 4 * » ■ 1 .s e l * 3 o .  
7 O c t a v e  all R o s e w o o d  P I A N O S  $ 1 3 0 ,  i 1 -3  
d o $ 1 4 0 ,  w a r r a n t e d  f o r  S I X  y e a r s .  A G E N T ’S 
W A N T E D .  I l lu s t r a t e  I C a t a lo g u e s  M a i le d .  
M u s ic  a t  h a l f  p r i c e .  H O  R A C E  W A T E R S  d t 
S O N S , M a n  fra - & D e a le r s ,  I Q  E .  14-th  S t . ,N .Y .
F
 C U R E D  F R E E !
An infallible and unexcelled remedy for 
F i t s ,  E p ile p s y  o r  F a l l in g  S ic k n e s s  
w a r r a n t e d  to effect a speedy and 
H —  P E R M A N E N T  cure.
1  gj M g ' “ A  f r e e  b o t t l e ”  of my 
9  9  W . renowned specific and a
M §§ valuable Treatise sent to
■  H iL 31 any sufferer sending me his 
■  ■  vQM P . O. and Express address.
D b . H. G. ROOT, 1 8 3  Peart Street, New .York.
FRANK LE S LIE ’S
CHIMNEY CORNER
Occupies a field that no other journal 
attempts to fill. It is essentially a paper 
for families. Avoiding all politios and 
questions of the day, it devotes its col­
umns to healthy flotion for the enter­
tainment of its readers, and well-written, 
agreeablv-instructive artioles for the 
home circle, biographies of the good 
and great, anecdotes, art, invention, 
travels, curiosities of foreign life, the 
tastes of the day, the marvelous in nature 
and art, essays, attractive reading for 
the little ones at their mother’s knee, 
and for those of larger growth, combin­
ed with pictures that attract the eye and 
fix impressions vividly on the mind. It 
is issued every Monday, and can be had 
at all news depots ; price 10 cents. An­
nual subscription, $4. Three months, 
$1. Postpaid.
S u b s c r ib e r s  can remit direot, by P O. Order, 
Drafts on New York, or Registered 1/fitter, a t  o u r  
r i s k .  Those who find it more convenient to subscribe 
through an agent oan do so a t  t h e ir  o w n  r is k ,  bat 
should first assure themselves of the agent’ s responsi­
bility. Address,
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
^  53, 55 & 57 Park Place, New York.
Holiday Music Books!
CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
iioe CHRISTMAS MtJBIO. W e recommend Dressier1;  
C h ristm a s C him es ( 2 0  ote.), 80 beautiful and 
easy Anthems, or Howard’s T e n  C h ristm a s  
C a ro ls  (2 0  cts.), or Howard’ s E lev en  C hrist­
m a s C a ro l*  ( 2 0  ots.), or C h ristm a s Voices  
(1 5  cts.), 15 Carols by Waterbury, or C hristm a s  
S e lec tio n s ( $ 4  per hundred), containing f i ve 
choice pieces. A  valuable book ia C h r is t  in a.** 
C a ro ls , Old and New, ( 4 0  ote.); also 100 other 
S in g le  C a ro ls  (5  to 1 0  cts),
Church Offering. E m erson , has S i x
Christmas Anthems, and also a complete set of 
Anthems and Chants for all the Festivals and Ser­
vices of the year. A  tine book.
By Saent-Saen s ( $ 1 ) .  is a C h r is tm a s  
O R A T O R I O .
( 6 0  eta.), 
« by O .EvsB-
_ n Lgh or Normal
Schools, or for Seminaries. G ood instructions and 
very good music.
Enliven your fingers for Christmas playing by praotio- 
ing M A S O N ’ S  P IA N O F O R T E  T E C H N IC S  
( $ 2 , 5 0 ) ;  the best Finger Gymnasium known,
X'M~ Any book mailed, postfree, for the above price#,
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H . DITSON <Sc CO.,
843 Broadway, Hew Verb.
J .  E . D IT S O N  4c C O .,
_______________0 2 8  C h eat*et g b ,  P h ilo .
STOVE POLISH
F o r  B e a u ty  o f  P olish , S a v in g  L a b o r , C lea n ­
lin ess, D u ra b ility  &  C heapness, Uneqnaledo  
M O R S E  B R O S ., P rop ’rs , C an ton , M a ss.
Y E A S !
A H E A D
A L L  T H E  T I M E .
The very best goods 
direct from the Im­
porters at H alf the 
usual cost. Best plan ever offered to Club Agents and 
large buyers. ALT, E X PR E SS CH ARG ES PA ID. 
New terms FR E E .
TheGreatAmericanTeaGompany,
31 a n d  3 3  V e s c y  S t r e e t ,  N e w  Y o r k .
P. O. Box 4 2 3 5 -
Noel,
The School Song Book.
est , is an excellent book for Girls, Hig
a  V H U 5 0
SAE2tt!H iR
2b « is Old &*:li&fel'tf CosKMatrateMt Xy®
F O R  F A M IL Y  S0Al» M AKIM &,
•sfiaisl-’&sr H&rd,
Aj&d Toliot So&s*
I T  13  FULL W m & H T  A3TJD ST& Sf& tiFX  
TK© ra&rlrAt 1b flooded xrilb. (©o-o*Ji$d) CosiCiSSittetetoM! 
Lyo, which i® ftd*lfce*aUd witih and m ia . aaa *****
f >.* is%p. r jr  ^ ONaTt A jfS  B c  r
h e  G r e a t ,  F a m i l y  W e e k l y .
THE CHRISTIAN UNION,
e v s t s s  “ ’ “ **•
An U nsectarian,Independent Journal,
D evoted to Religion, Morals, R e fo rm , News, Litera­
ture, Household Matters. Agriculture, <tc.-S3 per annum, postage prepaid.
A  large cash commission paid to  agents. Send d-cent 
stamp for sample copy. Address ■ _ „  '
TH E  CH R ISTIA N  UNION, 2 7  Park Place. N. Y.
T h e  A n tid o te  to  A lco h o l F o u n d  at, L a s t .
THE FATHER MATHEW REMEDY
Is a certain and speedy cure for intemperance. It de­
stroys all appetite for alcoholic liquors and builds up 
the nervous system. A f t e r  a  d e b a u c h ,  o r  a n y  
in t e m p e r a t e  in d u lg e n c e ,  a  s in g le  t e a s p o o n ,  
f i ll  w ill re m o v e  a l l  m e n t a l  a n d  p h ysical d e -  
p r i 'H s io n . Lt also cures every kind of Fever , Dys­
pepsia and Torpidity of the L iver . Sold by all 
druggists. 1 per bottle. Pamphlet on “  A lcolio!, its 
E ffects on tbe Human Body, and Intemperance as a 
Disease,”  sent free. Father Mathew  Tem peras03 
and Manufacturing  Go., 3 6  Bond St., New York.
MOLLER’S "gCOD-LIVER Oil
M AJMH B Y  T H S
Sale Mssraf® Qo.,
F H IL A R S L F M IA , _  ^ __
P E N S IO N S
A.SY.® 3* A S ©  every soldier disabled In line 
ef duty, by A c c id e n t  or o t h e r w is e .  A 
W O C s B  of any Sind, loss of FUJf- 
G K K t. TOES o r  K Y K . I U 1 M I I B E ,  
if but slight, or © ts e a s e  o f  L U N G S . 
JSOtJNT XT—Discharge for Wound, Injur­
ies or Rupture, g iv e s  F U L L  SSoumty.
L o s t  H o r s e s ,  © D ic e r s ’  A c c o u n t s  
and a l l  W a r  C l a i m s  s e t t l e d .  R E ­
J E C T E D  C L A I M S  R R O P R in e iD ;
Send 8 5  c e n t s  tor a C o p y  o f  A c t s  
o n  P E N S IO N S , BSOLSfTTr A N ©  f 
L A N ©  C L A I M S .  S e n d  s t a m p  f o r ^  
C i r c u l a r s .
w a s . IT. C F J IM S O ^  &  c © ., 
a  CLAIM A S T ’S stsd PATENT ATTYS,
Stans esort. w m blngtoa. ©- C.
FIS 'T H E
HaIA NU FACTORY,'J^JTLEBOUqY t.
Medicines luive failed to do, 
H U N T ’ S  R E M E D Y
surely does—restores to health 
all who are afflicted with Dropsy, 
Bright’ s Disease, Kidney, Blad­
der and Urinary Diseases. < 
B U N T ’ S  R E M E D Y  
cures Diabetes, Gravel, Inconti­
nence and Retention o f Urine, In 
temperance and Loss of Appetite. 
----- s. Bladder and Urinary Or-
J ’ S  R E M E D Y .  T R Y
Send for pamphlet to Ai 
I, Providence, H. 1.
Is  p erfectly  pure. P ronou nced  the best b y  the high­
est jnedica l authorities in  the w orld. G iven highest 
award at 1 2  W orld ’ s Expositions, and at Paris, 1878. 
Sold b y  D ruggists. W .  i t .  S c h ie R fe l in & C o .,N .Y ,  
“T R U T H  IS  M IG H T Y !
Professor Martinez, the great Spanish 
Ee„r and Wizard, will for 3  CD Cents, 
with your ago, height, color of ©yea and 
lock of hair, send t
St., Boston, Masa« Thu it no \umbs*jf I
TO TH E From w e a r iv t  F e v e r *  M e n  m e* , Km>.— 
_ _  Unfailing means o f self-cure (no artificial 
n  |L Hi PC drum hum bug) sent f r e e ,  on receipt of 
R itC .® !H I address and stamp. Da. CA M PB ELL, 
Seat.- * H 5 7 6  Lexington Avenue, New York.
E 1__ filed with VijCAXVJi. osir N e w
M a c h in e  will cut smooth and true. Price $2.50. Il­
lustrated circular free. B. Roth & Bro., New Oxford, Fa .
WHAT 
OTHER _
H U N T’ S
A G E N T S  W A N T E D  F D R
THE CORSE Of SOI!
The most startling description o f the ' •wrlve effects of 
rum ever written. Embracing also the 3 worn urn 
speeches o f F ran cis  M u r p h y , Dr. ReVn'olds nr! ui«tr 
oo-laborers. Tbe great liZVX unu R ed B r.m os  poor.. 
Sells at sight. 900 pages. Price * 8.UR. M« terms. 
Address, . ,#H « &», GO|M 158 P E E  I G *  *
Cheapest T oy Lantern to Best Stereopticon.
M A G I C ^ T f S ”
. # 6 0  V I E W S o ^ ®  ^  O .
C a t a l o g u e  F r e e ! O u t f it s  W a n t e d ! 
Great Needham ( T H E O , J. H A R B A C H j
M u sica l M arvel. ( 809 Filbert St., Philada.,  Pa.
£. V -Who wieli to take up U.S. Land, worth SJO.no pcro rq 
Ja JJm  oan do bo, and sell at that price. Send 31.00 for Ch -0- 
lars. Ac. F. Lathrop Smith, Surveyor, Salt lake, Utah Ty.
M ls c e l l t t t t e e u s t
A  G o o d  P a p e r — I f  any of our sub­
scribers desire to take a daily paper, 
we commend to their attention the 
Portland Daily Press. This paper is 
the largest in size and circulation in 
Maine, and is a representative paper 
o f the State as well as o f the impor­
tant commercial centre where it is 
published. It pays special attention 
to the news and the general interests 
of Maine. Besides the full associated
L IB R A R Y !
—AND—
PENNY READING ROOM.
Over the Post Office.
IXTew OATALiOGUE
press telegraphic despatches, it has 
specials from all points in Maine. Its 
market and marine reports are full and 
carefully compiled, making it specially 
valuable as a commercial journal.—  
Literary, and educational matters re­
ceive much attention. In political mat­
ters the Press supports the Republican 
cause earnestly, but with discrimina­
tion. It is conservative, but positive 
and strong in the expression o f its 
opinions. It is outspoken and inde­
pendent in its discussion of public 
men and measures. It stands steadly 
for an honest and stable currency, for 
equal rights to all citizens of the Unit­
ed States, for education, good morals 
and just laws. The Press is an enter­
prising and progressive paper in all 
respects. The price o f subscriptions 
to mail subscribers is $7 per year in 
advance; $3.50 for six months, and 
$1.75 for three months.
The Maine State Press is a large 
eight page weekly with a full assort­
ment of literature and miscellany, ed­
itorial matter, general, State, commer­
cial and mariue news. Price $2.00 
per year.
One o f the Spanish provincial pa­
pers publishes a singular notice in its 
obituary. It says : “ This morning 
our Savior summoned away the jewel­
er, Siebald Ulmaga, from his shop to 
another and a better world. The un­
dersigned, his widow, will weep 
upon has tomb, as will also his two 
daughters, Hilda and Emma, the first 
o f whom is married, and the latter is 
open to an offer. The funeral will 
take place to-morrow. His disconso­
late widow, Veronique Ulmaga. P .S. 
— This breavement will not interrupt 
our business, which will be carried on 
as usual, only our place o f business 
will be removed from 3 Tesi des 
Teinturiers to 4 Rue de Missionaire, 
as our grasping lanlord has raised our 
rent.”
Town o f  Sheen, near Manchester, 
England, is agitated over a queer case. 
A  young man of that place offered, 
with the consent of his mother, to as­
sist a girl with her lessons in the morn­
ing. Fearing that she might not 
awake at the early hour appointed, 
she agreed to tie a string to her foot 
and let the end hang out o f the win­
dow, so that if she overslept herself 
he might pull it. He was up the earlier 
and pulled the cord as agreed, and 
the Rev. Ileygate, his pastor, refused 
him the sacrament next Saturday fo ld ­
ing that this was “ an act of impropri­
ety.”  The Bishop o f Liuchfield was 
appealed to, but declined to interfere. 
It is delightful to find that youthful 
Englishmen are gendrally so well- 
behaved that this little affair takes 
rank as a fault among them.
A  patent was lately issued for a 
coffin torpedo, which consists o f a can­
ister containing powder, balls, and 
a firing trigger, so arranged, that 
should any attempt be made to open 
the coffin, the torpedo would be in­
stantly exploded, and the deadly balls 
sent in all directions. Besides, it 
makes noise enough to wake the dead 
so that they can defend themselves.
“ Forget thee?” wrote a young man 
to his girl— “ forget ^hee? When the 
earth forgets to revolve; when the 
stars forgets to shine ; when the rain 
forgets to fa ll; when the flowers forget 
to bloom— then, and not till then, will 
I forget thee.”  Three months later he 
was going to see Another girl with a 
wart on her nose and $40,000 in the 
bank.
A  justice o f the peace at New Hart­
ford, married a couple the other day, 
and the groom asked him his terms 
after the knot was tied. “ W ell,”  said, 
the justice, “ the code allows me two 
dollars.” “ Then,”  the groom said 
“ here’s a dollar ; that will make you 
three.”
A  farmer in Burmingham, Conn., 
bargained to pay for his wife’s coffin 
in walnuts. While the funeral servic­
es were in progress, and his house 
was crowded with neighbors, he lug­
ged out the walnuts in a bag, which 
gave way and let them down rattling- 
ly on the floor.
The Utica Observer truthfully re­
marks, when a printer sets on a poem, 
it is bound to be printed, but when an 
editor sits on a poem it will never be 
printed.
Cornelius Dubois, one o f the first 
trustees o f Vassar College, died at 
Poughkeepsie,Saturday, aged 78 years.
—o—
£3?” Following is a Catalogue of Books in 
the Phillips Circulating Library, with their 
Numbers:—
j y F o r  Rates, etc., see first page.
No. 1. Atlas of Aroostook County
2. Polar and Tropical Worlds Harting
3. Jesus and his Biographers Fur>iess
4. Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations
5. Joseph IT and his Court Muldbah6. Daughter of an Empress
7. Marie Antoinette & her Son8. Napolean t  the Queen of Persia “
9. Old Fritz
10. Centennial Celebration of Bangor
11. Underground or Life Below Surface
12. An Examination of Phrenology
13. Old Testament Unveiled Putman
14. Saint Honan’s Well Waverly Novels
15. Confession of Harry Larreque
16. Waverly Novels
17. Press of Maine, The Griffin
18. Reveries of a Bachelor Ike Marvel
19. Frederic,k the Great & Court Muhlbah
20. Miss Gilbert’s Career
21. Memoir of Josiali Peet22. Can the Old Love?
23. Irvingiana b r in g
24. Bible Stories.
25. Foe in the Household Caro. Chesebro
26. Marquis of Villemur George Sand
27. Garth. Hawthorn
28. Phrenology. Spurzlieim
29. Men of Our Times H. It. Stowe
30. Sights and Secrets of National Capital
31. Life in Utah, *o. Beade
32. Works of Shakespear, The
33. Maine in the War Whitman <& True
34. Tell It All Mrs. Stenhouse
35. Reflections on Works of God Slum
36. Life of Dr. Kane Dr.Elder
37. Casket, The
38. Ladies Magazine.
39. Critical History of the late Am’n War
40. Journal of Health
41. Oliver Twist.
42. Gaston’s Collections.
43. Field, Forest & Garden Gray
44. Astoria—Vol. I Irving
46. “  Vol. II
46. Hints Concerning Greenwood
47. Romance of His' ory—Vol. I
48. “ “  Vol. II
49. European Life and Manners—Vol. I
50. “ “ “  Vol. II
51. Sermons by the Monday Club.
52. Hitherto Mrs. Whitney
53. The H. Family
54. Swallow Barn Kennedy
55. Maine State Year Book for 1878
56. Washington and his Generals Headley
57. Recollections of Layfayette—I Cloquet68. “ “ Vol II *
59-63.Works of Mrs. Sherwood—5 Vois.
64. Home for All
65. Dr. Yeoman on Consumption66. The Great Western Cook Book
67. History of the U. S. Goodrich68. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands 
69-70.Recolections of a Life Time (2 vols.J
71. Sketches in Switzerland.
72. Diary of Kitty Trevylyn 
73-4.The Desultory Man—2 Vols 
75. The Headsman
76-7.Life of Lord Edward—2 Vols
78. Fireside Education
79. The Lofty and the Lowly
80. Ethel’s Love life
81. Hopes and Fears
82. Political Geognsy
83. A Popular Treatise
84. Three Days on the White Mountains
85. Our Village86. Oriental Annual
87. Advice of a Father to his Son88. Madge. H. B. G.
89. On Both Sides of the Sea
90. FlagShip.
91. Picnic Papers Dickens
92. Ski minings
93. Memoir of Felix Neff Gilley
94. Fern Leaves from Fannie’s Portfolio
95. A Life for a Love
96. Tuttl Frutti Prime
97. Domestic Portraiture 
98-9.The Far West—2 Vols
100, The Winter Studies 
l-2.Daisy Chain, The—2 Vols 
3. Ruth Hall Fanny Fern
President Lincoln’s Administration 
Home Influence Grace Augiler
4.
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.
120.1.
2.
3.
4.
5. 
«,
D ick  ns 
Beecher
Cloque
Pittman
Great Expectations.
Redeemer and Redeemed 
Captain Sam.
Philo
Riley’s Narrative 
Private Life of Layfayette 
Giafar A1 Barmeki 
Advice to Young Men 
American Cottage Life 
Western Travels 
Sketches in Switzerland
7- 8,Pelayo—2 Vols 
9, Ailiford
The Pride of Life
Memoir Mrs. Winslow
Manuel of Agriculture Emerson
The Victims of Society 
Winter Studies and Summer Rambles 
Child at Home, The 
6-7.Clty of the Sultan—2 Vols 8, Letters from Abroad
Hester, the Bride of the Islands-poem 
Hallig, or the Sheepfold in the Waters 
Hymns for Mother and Children 
Farmer's Barn Book 
Friendships Offering 
Married or Single 
Russell’s Elocution 
Europe, Asia & Africa 
Governmental Instruction 
Manuel of Phonography 
Lyteria. Poem 
Hopes and Fears 
Homestead on the Hillside 
£-3.Conquest of Grenada—2 Vols
4, Tales of a Traveller
Leaves from the Tree Igdrasyl 
Alone 
El Fureidis 
Ship and Shore 
Notions of the Americans 
Mimic Life Anna Cora Retchie
Parley's Magazine—2 Vols 
Lights Sc Shadows of African History
3-4,Peter Simple—2 Vols
5, Anecdotes of the Animal Kingdom6, The School Fellow
7, Asiatic History
8- 62, Tales and Novels—4 Vols
173, Lights and Shadows of Ethiopia 
4, Celebrated American Indians 
Ancient and Modern Literature 
Curiosities of Human Nature 
American Indians 
Tales and Sketches 
Flashes of Light from Spirit Land 
The Golden Hour
Life of George Washington Weems 
Duncan Dunbar Chaplin
Young People’s History of Maine 
Divine Attribute. Swdenborg
Glances and Glimpses 
Biography of A B Whiting 
The Crucible 
Flours of Elocution 
Crayon Reader 
Richard Vandemark 
Vocal Culture 
Miramich
Manuel of Elocution
4, Spring’s Comedies
5, Bates’ Doctrines 
Italian Conversation 
Millennial Experience 
History of Rome 
Brief Poems 
School Government.
Speeches and Lectures 
The Cloven Foot 
The Pioneers
Newman’s Political Economy 
Course of Readings 
A Two-Fold Life 
First Ripe Fruit Gathered 
Offeubach in America 
Song of Hiawatha Longfellow
130,1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
9,
140,1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6 ,
7,
8,
9,
150,
1,
5,
6,
7,
8 ,
9,
160,
1,
2,
5,
6, 
7. 
•8,  
9,
180,1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,
190,
1,
2,
3,
6 ,
7,
8 ,
9,
200,
1,
2 ,
3,
4,
5,0,
7,
8 ,
9.
Murdock
Underwood
Jewell
Fessenden
210, South and North Abbott
1, Jane Eyre
2, Anna Clayton
3, Kenneth
4-5,Bracebridge Hall—2 Vols 
6-7,Karl Werner—2 Vols8, John Godfrey’s Fortunes Bay’d Taylor
9, Tales Upon Texts Adams
220, The Pioneer Boy
1, Hedged In Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
2, Life Among the Flowers
3, Tulla ' Abbott
4, Midsummer Eve Mrs Hall
5, Nicholl’s Theology6, My Brothers Keeper
7, Dana’s Muck Manual8, Juvenile Keepsake •
9, Traveling Bachelor
230, Young Christian, The
1, Wool Gathering Gail Hamiltonl
2, Flours, Birds and Insects
3, The Tanner Boy
4, Lord Bantam
5, Report of Magnetical Experience6, Rainbows for Children
7, Patience of Hope, The Whittier8, Belzoni’s Travels
9, Genesis and Geology240, Manners and Customs of ppl. Nations
1, The Lofty and Lowly Mclntnh
2, Lady Byron Vindicated
3, Story of Avis E S Phelps
4, Good Things
5, Fame and Fortune
5, Wandering Recollections
7, Unawares8, Auto-Biography of Joseph Bates
9, Painter, Nilder and Vrrmshers’ Comp.
250, Religious Amendment to Constitution
1, World and it* Inhabitants, The
2, Scenes of Wealth
3, St. Honan’s Well
4, His Grandmothers
5, Mendelssohn’s Letters6, Dikes and Ditches Oliver Optic
7, Down the Rhine “8, Phonthell Recollections
9, Myrtis Mrs. Sigourney
260, Broken Bud, The1, World’s Birthday, The Gaussen
2, Hymns of Faith and Hope Bonar
3, Doctrine of Immortality Whitmore
4, Irving’s Works
5, Paradise Lost6, The Scripture Club of Valley Rest
7, Great Mysteries8, Try Again
9, Sayings of Utile Ones
370, Physiology and Calesthenic Exercises1, Mothers’ Friend
2, Twelve Years With the Children
3, Angel Voices
4, Auto-Biography of Lemuel Norton
5, Dorothea Trudgel6, Handbook of Penmanship
7, Book of Golden Deeds8, Improvement of the Mind
9, The Seasons
280, Self Knowledge
1, Prairie Missionary2, Tired of Housekeeping
3, Lovers and Husbands
4, The Silver Penny Series6, The Heiress6, Discovery of the Polar Regions
7, Nhe Religious Souvernier8, Democracy
;9, Pastor’s Daughter
290, Life of Alexander the Groat. Williams1, Six Months in a Convent
2, Two Years Before the Mast
3, Last Leaf from Sunny Side Phelps
4, New Zelander, The
5, Scenes of Am ’n Wealth and Industry6, Irish Amy
7, Atlantic Tales8, Philosophical Catechism
9, May Mrs. Smith
300, China and the English
1, Constance Latimer
2; Mother’s Gold Ring
3, Brother Bertie
4, Child Life of Luther
5, Atlantic Souvernier6, Ivan hoe Scott
7, Pleasant Hours with Good Children8, The Robins
9, Anecdotes
310, Forget Me Not1, Practical Hints
2, Lucy Nelson
3, Man of Feeling
4, Cortez
5, Ben Holt’s Good Name6, Union
7, Engineer's Pocket Guide8, The Child’s Present9, Loitering Linus
320, Pleasant Stories1, Memoirs of H. Page
2, The Royal Oak
3, Letter" of. John Q. Adams4, Alphabet of Botany
5, Old Market Cart6, Mrs. Barbabauld’s Lessons
7, Uncle Sam on Phrenology8, Glover Hill
9, Mrs. Holland's Tales
330, The Martyr Wife1, Trial of the Pope2, Life of Balboa
3, The Eastern Question
4, The Farm
5, The Useful Christian6, Sandwich Islands
7, The Balance8, Thompson’s Seasons
9, Life of George Washington Sparks
340, Violet McIntosh1, Two Lilies Julia Kavanauh
2, Two Sicilies, The Sleeper
3, Travels in Europe and the East
4, Notions of the Americans
5, Miramich
E X C H A N G E S.
Portland, Maine State Press, Daily Advertis­
er, Sunday Times, Transcript. 
Rockland, Free Press, Courier, Gazette.
Elk River (Minn.) Weekly News.
Arostook Sunrise, North Star.
Lewiston, Journal, Gazette.
Augusta, Farmer, Banner.
Gardiner Home Journal.
Farmington Chronicle.
Burlington Hawkeye.
Ellsworth American.
Fairfield Chronicle.
Anson Advocate.
Belfast Journal.
Dexter Gazette.
Bath Commercial.
New York Atl%.
A. S. BUTTERFIFLD,
Dealer in
Boots,Shoes,Hats,Caps,Furs,
Trunks, Traveling Bags,
Reticules, Umbrellas dc Carriage Trim­
mings.
Corner Main Street and Broadway,
15 FARMINGTON, ME,
G. W.  Y O U N G  & CO.,
Dealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Corn,
FLOUR, CROCKERY, HARDWARE, &c. 
N.B.-Tourists will find everything in Canned 
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods 
always fresh, and best the markets afford. 
Rangeley, Maine.___________  *
JVE. W . DUTTON,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
MOCCASINS, .V,-.
D T  Pari Jcular attention paid to Custom 
work.
Under Masonic Hall, 52 Phillips, Me.
FarxxiixLgtoii, Ale.,
G. A. FLETCHER, Propr. 
t3?“ Fiee Coach to and from the Depot.
26
Now Livory
Lioo Stoyoll, prop '
Farmington, Maine.
THE Np:w  YORK
WEEKLY ATLAS.
Send Seventy-five Gents and Receive it for 
O N E  Y ^ E A R .
It is an eight-page, forty-eight column pa­
per, issued Wednesday morning, and contains 
all the latest news from all parts of the world, 
together witli a variety of
C H O IC E  L IT E R A T U R E ,
IL L  US TRA T E D  S T O R IE S , 
O R IG IN A L  P O E M S ,
M A S O N IC ,
F A S H IO N , and
S O C IE T Y  G O S S IP .
THE AGRICULTURAL D E PARTM EN T
Is a special feature, conducted by one of the 
most celebrated agricultural writers of the 
period, and the discussions which appear each 
week have been commended by the press 
throughout the entire country. The
DAIRY AND LIVE STOCK D E PARTM EN T
is exceedingly well conducted. The result of 
numerous experiments made by the writer will 
be clearly set forth in an intelligent manner, 
and every Farmer or Stock-Raiser Jmust ac­
quire valuable information from the contents 
of eacli issue.
The Articles on
A P I C U L T U R E
are contributed by a gentlemen who has suc­
cessfully mastered the business, and cares for 
upwards of One Hundred Colonies of Bees. 
The extended
Ma,i*lxet R eports
excel those of any Weekly periodical.
The immense circulation enables us to place 
the price within the reach of every family in 
the United States.
Only 7 5  Cents a Y e a r !
At this low price no one can afford to be 
without it.
As an inducement for
Postmasters, Newsdealers
and others to get up clubs, we make the fol­
lowing liberal offer:
Any person sending a Club of Five or more 
for one year, can retain 25 cents from each sub­
scription, remitting to us 50 cents for each 
name, and a copy of the* paper will be sent 
weekly to all said subscribers, postage paid, 
for one year.
It is not necessary for all the names to be ad­
dressed to the same office.
Subscriptions may begin at anytime, and the 
address changed as often as the subscriber di­
rects, without additional charge.
Remit by Post Office Order or Registered let­
ter to the
NEW YORK W EEKLY A TLA S ,
NO. 9 SPRUCE ST., N . Y .
S. L. B A LK  AM ,
Strong, "““Maine,
D R U G S  1
M edicines! Chem icals!
Patent M edicines, & c.
— ALSO—
Surgical & Dental Instruments,
Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.
Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
17 --------
t3U I have also on hand a large stock of Dry 
Goods, Groceries, Choice Tobaccos and Cigars.
E .  A .  W I L L ,
Dealer in
WATCHES, CLOCKS
— AM D —
O p t i c a l  G o o d s !
W a t c h  R e p a ir in g  a  S p e c ia l t y .
No. 3 Beal Block. 26* Phillips, Maine.
M. W. HARDEN,
FASHIONABLE
HAIR DRESSER !
Next to Barden House,
Maine.
fUT" Clean Towel and plenty bay 
for every customer. *62
N EW  STORE! NEW  GOODS !
J. I>. ESTY,
Dealer iu
F  L  O  XJ L  !
Groceries and Confectionery,
PAINTS, OILS &  VARNISHES.
KBr~Come and see my goods pnd price*.
J. D. ESTY, (Old bland of Major Dill.) 
Phillips, Oct. 18th. 6
W . M. CHANDLER,
B L A C K S M I T H !
P*liillip», Maine.
Particular attention paid to Interfering and 
Over-reaching, also to Edge Tool work.
C . L. TOOTHAKER, M. D.,
Physician 1 Surgeon
Phillips, Maine.
E . W .  M O O R E ,
CRAYO N
P o r t r a i t  A rt is t ,
OPPOSITE POST 0FEICE,
j A.ngn»ta, ■ Maine.
•Tuts. IM o r i ’ itsoii, J r . ,
Attorney a t L a w ,
Phillips, - - . Maine
P H O N O G R A P H
N EWHPAPER
—AND—
J O B
PRINTING
O  E  E  I  C E ,
f c f  Having Just Fitted Up
New and Nice,
With an experience of Eleven Years, as J< j 
Printer, etc., we feel confident that 
we can give as
GOOD SATISFACTION
—iif—
W ork and Prices
— AS—
“ AMY OTHER MAM.”
We are prepared to do the
HEAVIEST VS ORE
— A N D —
The Most D elicite,
— FROM—
A Mammoth Poster
The Nicest Wedding
or Visiting Cards!
—I N —
THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE AST
— A T —
B O T T O M  P R IC E S
A  Specialty.
0 T-Among the various kinds of work wa 
can guarantee satisfaction upon, may be m ts- 
t ioned—
MAMMOTH POSTERS t 
Show Bills! 3 ^ 1^ 72^^198*tcf’*t
T 'ln flo ’PPQ ' Jl^  Inches, 6>£x20, 
-L /U U geriJ  | 10x26, etc,, etc., etc
fJl **rn 1 a  v o  1 Plain and Fancy Circulars, of 
VJlx b  III HI o  j any size or shape desired.
Town Reports,
School Reports, 
Catalogues,
Law Briefs,
Blanks!
Notes,
Warrantee. Quit Claim and Mort­
gage Deeds; Bends, Bills of Sale. 
Drafts, Receipts, etc., etc.
Bills of Fare,
Bill Heads,
Envelopes,
Note Headings, 
Letter Headings,
Shipping Tags,
A First Class Assortment
On Hand
And For Sale at All Times.
Oflloc? Over Post
P IIIIjIjIPS, m e .
